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ABSTRACT
This research focuses on the political potential and value of Canadian 
independent music. Specifically, it aims to explore independents' place in 
Canadian musical culture, their role as a response to mainstream production, and 
how musicians experience their art as a political tool. Underpinning the work are 
two distinct, but related, schools of thought: the Frankfurt School and British 
cultural studies. This broad framework is narrowed through the use of theoretical 
discussion dealing specifically with the socio-political significance of music.
To begin with, Theodor Adorno, Max Horkeimer and Herbert Marcuse are 
highlighted as cultural analysts, and forbearers of contemporary social critique. 
Cultural studies is then examined as a response to the Frankfurt School's 
totalization of the popular. Raymond Williams, Michel DeCerteau and Will Straw 
are particularly important as contemporary scholars of culture.
Primary research consists of three interviews conducted with Canadian 
independent musicians (Wendy Irvine, Jian Ghomeshi and Neil Leyton). These 
interviews are examined through the lens of discourse analysis. Analysis 
indicates that recent independent music does indeed take on political 
significance, and functions as a concrete political activity by offering an 
alternative to capitalist modes of production, and a space for ‘voices’ which might 
be excluded from the mainstream.
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ROCK THE CASBAH: INTRODUCTION1
This thesis was inspired by my belief in the revolutionary power of art. As 
Herbert Marcuse argues in An Essay on Liberation (1969), art has the ability to 
touch us, to access a part of our humanity that capitalism denies and buries. I 
would argue that this ability makes art a significant tool in the quest for a more 
equitable and inclusive society. This research project explores two aspects of 
independent music: 1) the role of independent labels within capitalist society, and 
their relationship to major labels (and mainstream society in general); and 2) the 
ways in which independent musicians understand their music as a political tool.
Independent music is an appropriate focal point for this research for two 
reasons. First, music is pervasive, a constant presence in both the public and 
private domains. It can be found in elevators, on television, in shopping malls 
and in the car. Music is a significant social force (Pratt, 1994; Rowe, 1995). 
Second, music boasts a long history of social criticism and rebellion. From early 
labour organizing to the peace activism of the 1960's, music has regularly been 
used to shape a cultural space outside of the mainstream (Lull, 1987).
Scholars and musicians, however, agree that today's mainstream music 
industry is largely incapable of launching any sort of meaningful, coherent 
opposition to the dominant culture of which it is a part (Frith, 1981; Rowe, 1995; 
Grossberg, 1997). This is due, in part, to a change in social climate over the past 
few decades, the spread of what Lawrence Grossberg calls a pervasive
1 Strummer, Joe. Rock the Casbah. Epic Records, 1982.
1
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conservatism (1992). Contemporary society, Grossberg suggests, is less likely to 
encourage dissent than it was two or three decades ago. This general 
acquiescence is reflected in an increasingly commodified material culture.
Corporate globalization also affects today’s music. An increasing focus on 
business development and international markets has placed new constraints on 
the recording industry. These constraints - which are largely based on the pursuit 
of profit, and the need to appeal to an enormous audience - limit what can be 
expressed in terms of language, cultural specificity, politics and alternative 
opinions. Five major recording labels, for instance, control a large percentage of 
the music industry. This kind of concentration leads to a loose ideological and 
artistic consensus from which a variety of voices are excluded.
I will argue, however, that major labels and mainstream music are only part 
of the story. Independent artists usually operate on a different scale (local or 
national), and by different principles than their major label counterparts, which 
can affect both the artistic process and the musicians’ articulation of their ‘place’ 
in music (Rowe, 1995; Redhead, 1990). This work suggests that these 
differences in principle and ethic (rather than the procedure of recording) are 
what separate major from independent labels, and what allows indies to offer the 
possibility of critical thought.
There are, of course, gradations of independence. Major labels, for 
instance, own affiliate labels which are smaller in terms of financial resources and 
artists, but which are granted a degree of autonomy regarding the development of
2
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their rosters, and the way in which they deal with their artists. Indie labels come 
in a range of sizes, as well: Canada’s True North Records is considered a ‘major 
indie’ because of its long roster of artists and high profile acts like Bruce 
Cockbum. For the purposes of this thesis, ‘independent’ will refer to those labels 
and/or musicians with no ties to a major label, or the social/economic 
relationships in which major labels engage.
As a result, indies have the potential to be free in ways that majors may 
not. Independent labels are generally more autonomous, responsible to 
themselves and their artists rather than a profit driven board of directors or 
market trends. The financial stakes are not as high, either. Money is, indeed, 
important to sustain the label, but it is not the ultimate priority - independents, 
then, do not need to appease the lowest common denominator of cultural 
interests (Rowe, 1995). Indie artists/labels are thus able to articulate ideas, 
visions, and views that are largely censored, subverted or ignored by the 
mainstream. This can occur in a variety of ways, including lyrical statements and 
instrumentation -  through aesthetics, in other words. This topic is certainly 
worthy of further study, but is, unfortunately, beyond the scope of the present 
work. This thesis focuses on the ethic behind independent production, and the 
ways in which it differs from major label recording.
In articulating alternative opinions, independent music engages with 
mainstream music. A hegemonic relationship develops, which Grossberg (1997) 
describes as an active, empowered association involving negotiation, challenge
3
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and refusal. Independent labels, in other words, can function as a countercultural 
force to the dominant culture represented by majors. Punk2 and grunge are two 
excellent - and much cited - examples of countercultural artistic forms that 
criticized and opposed dominant culture until they were adopted (commodified) by 
the mainstream (Hebdige, 1979; Grossberg, 1997; Dettmar and Richey, 1999).
I am not implying here that indie music is an inherently revolutionary 
cultural form. It is, rather, a social and artistic space from which musicians can 
dissent and criticize dominant culture, as well as commodified music.
Independent artists have carved out a niche that offers the potential for critical 
thought in an industry that many view as overwhelmingly conservative and utterly 
commercial (Rowe, 1995; Grossberg, 1997).
This niche is absolutely crucial to a democratic society. As Raymond 
Williams (1976) points out, a variety of meanings have attached to the concept of 
democracy - it can refer exclusively to a form of government, or a nation’s general 
social structure. Democracy has also been invoked in the name of religious and 
political freedom, diversity and equal opportunity. Early mass theory conceives 
democracy as granting “...full political citizenship...” and “...the capacity... to 
engage...fully in cultural activities...” to everyone, regardless of class or economic 
status (Strinati, 1996, 8). As Dominic Strinati (1996) points out, this is not 
considered a positive development. The rise of mass culture is equated with the 
destruction of true’ culture (i.e. the culture of dominant groups), and with moral
2 The term punk refers to a musical scene that encompasses a variety of dialogues,
discussions and types of music.
4
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and aesthetic poverty (Strinati, 1996). This connection between democracy and 
cultural participation is highly relevant to the present work. The extension of 
these rights to the largest possible population, however, is seen as desirable, 
rather than vulgar.
Wendy Brown (1995) traces the ideas of freedom and democracy through 
history, noting their relationship to each other, as well as individual identity.
Brown further points out that today’s Western societies seem to have conflated 
democratic freedoms with the distribution of goods. She thus highlights one 
consequence of Adomo and Horkeimer’s culture industry - namely, the 
proliferation of commercial goods in place of meaningful choice (in terms of what 
we see and hear and do).
The democracy which best informs this study boasts “...the conditions of 
open argument, without necessary reference to elections or to power...”
(Williams, 1976, 86). Rather than focusing on the limits imposed by mainstream 
production, this work highlights the different ways in which major and independent 
labels conceive the production of music, and the democratic power of indie art as 
material counterculture and a space for dissent.
A critical cultural studies perspective will be employed to explore indie 
music’s capacity for protest as asserted by participants in this research. 
Specifically, analysis of three in depth interviews will be offered to illustrate this 
capacity. These will focus on Canadian independent musicians Wendy Irvine,
Jian Ghomeshi and Neil Leyton. Discourse analysis is used to read these
5
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interviews, in order to draw out the motivations, principles and values that inform 
the participants’ work. The purpose of the analyses within the thesis is to 
understand each artist’s interpretation of independence, what independent music 
provides that mainstream music does not, and how music can be a political act.
This work is organized into ten chapters. The first is an introduction 
outlining research questions and methodology, and the order of the work.
Chapter two offers the theories of Theodor Adorno, Max Horkeimer and Herbert 
Marcuse as very specific analyses of popular culture. This section deals primarily 
with the constraints and limits of the culture industry, and the commodification of 
cultural objects. The third chapter sets out popular culture as defined in this work 
- specifically, popular culture as understood by British cultural studies. Raymond 
Williams, Michel DeCerteau and Will Straw are offered as rebuttal to the 
Frankfurt School in chapter four, which argues that certain cultural formations do, 
indeed, retain the oppositional space Adorno and Horkeimer lament as lost. 
Chapter five introduces music specifically as such a space; it lays out the various 
ways in which music can become politically significant. Research methods and 
theories are laid out in chapter six. The next three chapters - seven, eight and 
nine - present the primary research conducted for this thesis. Here, interviews 
with Wendy Irvine, Jian Ghomeshi, and Neil Leyton are examined through the 
lens of discourse analysis. Finally, chapter ten brings the interviews together, 
drawing out connections and linking them to the theoretical frameworks outlined 
above.
6
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THEY PAVED PARADISE: THE FRANKFURT SCHOOL3
The cultural objects to which we are most exposed today (i.e. network 
television, corporate owned newspapers, brand name clothing, etc.) are often the 
products of large, multinational corporations. Mainstream music, for example, is 
dominated by five such entities and their global affiliates (Time Warner, Sony, 
Phillips, Bertelsmann AG [BMG] and EMI). The effect of this concentration upon 
popular culture, popular art, and society as a whole, is the subject of much 
academic discussion. Some of the earliest debates took place among members 
of the Frankfurt School. While they have been accused of rampant pessimism, 
and of presenting popular culture as an entirely oppressive and administered 
space, I would suggest that the Frankfurt scholars (particularly Theodor Adorno, 
Max Horkeimer and Herbert Marcuse) provide an insightful, and still relevant, 
analysis of certain formations within contemporary popular culture (Brooker,
1998, 70).
The Frankfurt School of critical theory has its roots in the Institute for 
Social Research. The Institute was founded in Frankfurt, Germany in 1923, and 
became Europe’s first Marxist-oriented research facility, dedicated to preserving 
critical reflection on the possibilities and problems of contemporary society 
(Kellner, 1998). Its members - including Theodor Adorno, Max Horkeimer, Erich 
Fromm, Herbert Marcuse, Leo Lowenthal, Franz Neumann, Friedrich Pollock and 
Walter Benjamin - were all influenced by the work of Karl Marx, but rejected what
3
Mitchell, Joni. Ladies of the Canyon. Siquomb Publishing, 1970.
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they perceived to be Marx’s economic determinism. These scholars saw society 
as a complex set of interactions between the economy, culture, politics, daily life 
and individual psychology (Kellner, 1998).
In addition to Marxist thought, the Institute’s work was heavily influenced 
by the rise of Nazism. The Nazis’ use of propaganda and terror within 
totalitarianism fascinated the Frankfurt scholars and became, as Stanley 
Aronowitz notes in his essay The Unknown Herbert Marcuse (1999), a source of 
debate among them. One school of thought - to which Horkeimer belonged - 
suggested that Nazism was an authoritarian state form in which the state takes 
on the role of capitalist. Others - such as Marcuse - argued that Fascism 
represented a new structural relationship between economic and social power 
and the individual, in which the state loses its autonomy and thus its role as 
mediator (i.e. between the individual and the economic power of capitalism).
Hitler’s manipulation of the German people also raised another question 
within the Institute: why do human beings submit to domination? Examined in 
such works as The Dialectic of Enlightenment (1972), The Authoritarian 
Personality (1950), and One Dimensional Man (1964), this became a common 
theme in the Frankfurt School’s work.
Adorno and Horkeimer fled Germany in 1933, followed a year later by 
Marcuse. All three found employment at Columbia University in New York, and 
remained there until 1941, when Horkeimer’s health forced a move to California. 
Again, Marcuse followed his colleague. Money became an issue for the Institute,
8
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however, and Marcuse’s financial support was reduced. Fromm, the Institute’s
social psychology researcher, had already been cut off (Kellner, 1998).
Marcuse’s position was further undermined when Horkeimer (who had,
until then, been his writing partner) began collaborating almost exclusively with
Adorno. Compelled to seek his income elsewhere, Marcuse turned to the
American government and became an analyst for the Office of War Information.
A few months later, Marcuse transferred to the Office of Strategic Services,
where he studied German fascism - its mentality, economy and political
structures. This laid the groundwork for his later analyses of totalitarianism and
the administered society (Kellner, 1998).
Their different experiences of America led Horkeimer, Adomo and
Marcuse to similar conclusions. The United States as a country, they felt,
demonstrated a new kind of domination. This was a result of investigations into
mass media and their audiences. In The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as
Mass Deception, Adorno and Horkeimer note:
In America it [radio] collects no fees from the public, and so 
has acquired the illusory form of disinterested, unbiased 
authority which suits Fascism admirably. The radio becomes 
the universal mouthpiece of the Fuhrer; his voice rises from 
street loudspeakers to resemble the howling of sirens 
announcing panic - from which modem propaganda can 
hardly be distinguished anyway...The gigantic fact that the 
speech penetrates everywhere replaces its content, just as 
the benefaction of the Toscanini broadcast takes the place of 
the symphony...The inherent tendency of radio is to make the 
speaker’s word, the false commandment, absolute...One day 
the edict of production...can turn into the open command of 
the Fuhrer. (1972, 159 -160)
9
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American media, in their opinion, exhibited certain characteristics of Fascism.
The rise of two totalitarian states (Nazi Germany and Stalinist Russia), the 
growth and concentration of control within mass media and the docile politics of 
the post-war years thoroughly depressed Adorno and Horkeimer (Agger, 1999). It 
convinced them that late capitalism, and the totally administered society in which 
it thrived, were both immune to criticism and, therefore, to consciousness raising. 
Marcuse, as we shall see, was not quite so pessimistic.
Adomo and Horkeimer remained in America until after the war. They 
returned to Germany in 1948, while Marcuse stayed and accepted a faculty 
position at the University of California’s San Diego campus. All three theorists 
shifted their focus from totalitarianism to advanced capitalist society. Still rooted 
in critical theory, the Frankfurt scholars theorized and debated various aspects of 
late capitalism and mass culture (Agger, 1999).
These debates were representative of larger trends within critical theory. 
Horkeimer and Adorno, according to Robert Witkin (2000), illustrated the move 
towards pessimistic philosophical-cultural analysis of Western civilization. 
Marcuse, on the other hand, typified the search for a practical-political theory of 
social change. The result was a marked difference in tone and perspective. 
Adorno (and Horkeimer) seemed to believe that resistance was only 
hypothetically possible - no hope of actual opposition existed. This conviction (as 
will be demonstrated) came through in their work, particularly Dialectic of 
Enlightenment (1972). Marcuse, on the other hand, felt that intellectual critique
10
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without hope descended into acquiescence (Aronowitz, 1999). His work, 
therefore, never abandons the search for an agent of change, even when that 
search is relegated to a ‘concrete utopia’ which circumstances often render 
impossible. Adomo and Horkeimer conceive of those circumstances as 
unchangeable. Marcuse does not. The point, for him, is what could be.
The Dialectic of Enlightenment
The Dialectic of Enlightenment (1972) is one of Adomo and Horkeimer’s 
most renowned collaborations. In it, they argue that enlightenment itself is a 
positive thing, but that the Enlightenment resulted in an intellectually and socially 
dominant positivism. “On the road to modem science,” Adomo and Horkeimer 
write, “men renounce any claim to meaning. They substitute formula for concept, 
rule and probability for cause and motive...whatever does not conform to the rule 
of computation and utility is suspect” (158-159). The Enlightenment, then, 
subjects cultural objects to the same observable and measurable utilitarian 
standards as scientific, commodifiable and quantifiable objects.
The chapter in which Adomo and Horkeimer present their idea of the 
culture industry - The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception - 
argues that both high and low cultures have been violated by advanced 
capitalism and the administered society. The result is a new cultural formation: 
the culture industry. This formation is bound up in a system of domination and 
manipulation, whose purpose is to control the masses. Adomo later revisits the 
culture industry thesis in The Culture Industry Reconsidered (1975), a concise
11
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and pointed recapitulation of the original chapter in The Dialectic of 
Enlightenment.
The Culture industry
Adomo and Horkeimer’s culture industry thesis is a response to mass 
culture theory of the time. They object to the way in which the term ‘mass culture’ 
is used (i.e. to designate cultural objects that are mass produced for mass 
consumption) (Strinati, 22). It could, Adomo and Horkeimer feel, be mistakenly 
construed as being by, or coming from, the masses. Their solution is to coin the 
phrase ‘culture industry’, as a way of differentiating the mass produced and 
reproduced products of advanced capitalism, from mass (or popular) culture 
(1972, 62). This thesis employs a different definition of popular culture (see 
chapter three). Rather than conceiving popular culture as uniformly acquiescent, 
this work argues that the popular comprises a variety of formations, objects and 
experiences, which exist in dialogue with one another. However, the culture 
industry thesis remains useful as a theoretical framework because it addresses 
so thoroughly the consequences (for popular cultural objects) of commodification 
and capitalist enterprise.
Adomo and Horkeimer see the culture industry as imposing products on 
the masses. It “...intentionally integrates its consumers from above” (Adorno, 
1975). The culture industry is enabled by powerful elites whose only concern for 
the masses is how to manipulate them, how to construct and maintain 
acquiescent consumers instead of active citizens, and thereby maintain a social
12
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structure which privileges the already advantaged (i.e. the powerful elites). The 
culture industry “...becomes a vigorous and prearranged promulgation of the 
status quo” (Adomo and Horkeimer, 147). Adomo refers to this phenomenon 
more obliquely in The Culture Industry Reconsidered when he notes that “...the 
masses are not primary, but secondary, they are an object of calculation...” (1975, 
232). Certainly, the masses may be viewed as such today, when companies 
devote entire departments to psychological manipulation, and the targeting of 
specific demographic groups (i.e. market research and advertising).
Theoretically, however, art is a potential source of challenge to this socio­
cultural domination. Adorno’s The Autonomy of Art - part of his unfinished 
Aesthetic Theory which Brian O’Conner (2000) presents as an essay - hints at 
this possibility: “...by being different from the ungodly reality, art negatively 
embodies an order of things in which empirical being would have its rightful 
place...” (i.e. instead of dominating) (243). Since art should not (at its best) be 
subject to the rational positivism4 that characterizes contemporary society, it 
should retain the potential for critical distance. Its ‘rational irrationality’ should 
remove it (to a degree) from an ideology that demands utility in everything (244). 
Later chapters of this thesis will demonstrate how major labels, in particular, 
demand that artists prove their utility (and their worth) through the accumulation 
of profit. Independent labels, on the other hand, measure the success of both
4 Rational positivism treats human beings as facts and objects; it makes no 
distinction between essence and appearance; and it separates fact from value (Agger, 1999).
13
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music and artists in a very different way. It is this ethical difference, rather than 
any procedural or technical issue, that this thesis highlights. I will argue that such 
‘moral’ or philosophical choices mark an important distinction between 
mainstream and indie production.
The culture industry cripples art’s emancipatory potential. Its 
‘purposelessness’ is replaced with the necessity of functioning within a market 
economy. “The universal criterion of merit is the amount of conspicuous 
production, of blatant cash investment” (Adomo and Horkeimer, 124). Cultural 
objects thus become their own class of commodity, existing only to be sold.
Simon Jarvis (1998) and Deborah Cook (1996), in their respective analyses of 
Adorno’s work, both refer to these as ‘absolute commodities’ - objects with no 
other purpose than to make money. Art has always functioned as a commodity. 
Under the culture industry, however, it becomes a commodity. “The commodity 
function of art disappears only to be wholly realized when art becomes a species 
of commodity instead, marketable and interchangeable like an industrial product” 
(Adomo and Horkeimer, 158). These commodities comprise a category of 
popular culture that is advantaged by the place it occupies in the global economy 
(see chapter three). Adomo and Horkeimer conceive such commodities as 
completely integrated into the culture industry, and unable to oppose it. Culture’s 
critical possibilities are thus severely constrained. According to theorists such as 
Simon Frith (1981) and Lawrence Grossberg (1997), this constraint is exercised 
primarily within the context of big businesses such as major labels. Independents
14
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can only rarely be designated as ‘big business’ and so, this thesis suggests, are 
able to retain for themselves a measure of autonomy.
In many cases, when profit becomes paramount, as this thesis argues it 
does within the culture industry, an object’s specific qualities cease to matter. 
Money is king:
The cultural commodities of the industry are governed...by 
the principle of their realization as value, and not by their own 
specific content and harmonious formation. The entire 
practice of the culture industry transfers the profit motive 
naked onto cultural forms. (Adomo, 1975)
In Marxian terms, exchange value replaces use value, and social worth (i.e. the
price) is mistaken for artistic and/or aesthetic merit (Adomo and Horkeimer, 158).
The purpose of technology and technique, then, is no longer tied to the
specific qualities of an object - its form and content. “The technology of the
culture industry [is] no more than the achievement of standardization and mass
production” (Adorno and Horkeimer, 121). Adorno, in The Culture Industry
Reconsidered, contrasts this mass production with artistic technique:
The concept of technique in the culture industry is only in 
name identical with technique in works of art. In the latter, 
technique is concerned with the internal organization of the 
object itself, with its inner logic. In contrast, the technique of 
the culture industry is, from the beginning, one of distribution 
and mechanical reproduction, and therefore always remains 
external to its object. (Adomo, 1975)
Technology under the culture industry, then, fails to acknowledge the art or 
aesthetics of culture, and in the process reduces cultural labour to alienated 
labour. Participants in this research articulate a similar phenomenon when they
15
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contrast major label with independent recording. Although both are a species of 
capitalist production, the former is described as oppressive (to varying degrees), 
while the latter seems to offer relative freedom and creative control. As 
Ghomeshi says: “They [major labels] have this sort of gun over the head...we’ve 
just advanced you...five thousand dollars, I’m damn well gonna tell you...what you 
need to put on the record” (Ghomeshi, 2003).
Adomo and Horkeimer’s ideas about technology are in direct contrast to 
those of Walter Benjamin. In The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction (1935), Benjamin suggests that mass production may be a 
democratizing force. He points to the way in which massification makes art 
widely available, suggesting that this shatters traditional elitism. In the process, 
Benjamin offers another definition of popular culture. Adomo and Horkeimer, 
though, see no such potential. For them, technology remains a tool of the culture 
industry.
The subsumption of use value described above allows for the 
standardization of cultural goods. Objects are no longer judged according to their 
inherent value or their unique characteristics, therefore those characteristics 
become unimportant. As a result, cultural products are constructed upon a 
“...scaffolding of rigidly conservative basic categories...” that mask their 
ideological foundation (Adomo and Horkeimer, 120). That foundation rests on 
certain formal standards constructed by the culture industry in order to circumvent
16
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innovation and, with it, the potential for autonomous thought5. Cook (1996) 
describes standardization as "...patterns or schemata...” located within 
“...standardized frames of reference...” which promote conformity to prevailing 
norms of behaviour (46). The consequent sameness is disguised with pseudo­
individualization.
A pseudo-individualized object possesses a single unique characteristic, 
which is highlighted and fetishized to distract from the object’s general 
standardization. The detail appears all the more startling against its backdrop of 
conformity. In this way, ideological cohesion is maintained (through the 
ideological framework constructed by standardization), while consumers feel that 
the object is fulfilling a specific need (through the misleading specificity of 
pseudo-individualization). As popular musicians, the research participants in this 
work may be accused of exactly this: standardization and pseudo­
individualization. It is certainly true that their music follows the same form as 
mainstream music, and that it can be construed as a product of 
standardization/pseudo-individualization. My contention, however, is that Adomo 
and Horkeimer directly link these phenomena to absolute commodification, which 
is precisely what the participants, as independent artists, seek to avoid. This, I
5 This thesis understands autonomous thought as the opposite of regressive consciousness. It 
refers, then, to a mental process unbounded and uninformed by the categories and 
assumptions of the culture industry.
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would argue, opens up critical possibilities that are not necessarily available to 
major label artists.
Together, standardization and pseudo-individualization enable cultural 
commodities to entertain and distract consumers, without requiring any mental 
effort. “Pleasure hardens into boredom because, if it is to remain pleasure, it 
must not demand any effort and therefore moves rigorously in the worn grooves 
of association” (Adomo and Horkeimer, 137). Because the general framework 
has been supplied (again and again, through the medium of other cultural 
objects), consumers know what to expect from, and how to react to, a movie or a 
magazine article. “All the other films and products of the entertainment 
industry...have taught them what to expect, they react automatically. The might 
of industrial society is lodged in men’s minds” (127). No attention or 
concentration is necessary. At the same time, pseudo-individualization stimulates 
and amuses by deviating from expectation enough to surprise, but not enough to 
detract from the ideological whole. Adomo develops this theme more thoroughly 
in his essay On Popular Music (1941).
Pseudo-individualization does not represent diversity, difference or choice. 
Rather, it is an attempt to appeal to the broadest possible audience, to spread 
the net wide. “Something is provided for all so that none may escape; the 
distinctions are emphasized and extended” (Adomo and Horkeimer, 123). More 
recently, Steven Redhead (1990) has referred to this phenomenon in the context 
of the British music scene: “The very diversity of such musical styles currently
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proliferating should not be taken as an expression of, or in some way a testament 
to, a new counterculture which had gradually emerged in the post-punk years” 
(16). It is pseudo-individualization or, in advertising terms, niche-marketing. 
Again, this is most obvious in the rigid generic classifications to which major 
labels subscribe: hip hop, alternative, rock, country, world, etc. Independents, on 
the other hand, may not classify their music at all, or refer to it using a 
combination of terms.
The duality of standardization and pseudo-individualization should result in 
tension between the general (i.e. the framework of social reality) and the 
particular (i.e. individual experiences of that reality). Technological advances and 
techniques, however - over and above improving mass production - allow the 
culture industry to imitate the world in an empirically realistic fashion (Adomo and 
Horkeimer, 126). In this way, cultural products appear to be an extension of the 
real world (even though they do not fully represent that world or the experiences 
of its inhabitants).
Any friction between the general and the particular is further resolved by
conflict resolution. When a cultural commodity presents and solves a problem,
consumers identify with, and relate that process to, their own experiences.
In the products of the culture industry human beings get into 
trouble only so that they can be rescued unharmed, usually 
by representatives of a benevolent collective; and then, in 
empty harmony, they are reconciled with the general.
(Adomo, 1975)
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The solutions offered are inapplicable in any real sense (236). They do, 
however, present the culture industry as helpful (i.e. a problem solver), and thus 
help to reconcile the general and the particular. The result is a society unified by 
manipulation, a caricature of unanimity.
Raymond Williams (1977) might refer to this caricature as part of ‘official 
consciousness’ (as discussed in chapter four). ‘Official consciousness’ does not 
exist in a vacuum, however. It is countered and challenged by ‘practical 
consciousness’, knowledges bom of individual experience, and specific to that 
experience. Society, then, is not the acquiescent collective suggested by Adomo 
and Horkeimer. The independent music scene, for example, is a social formation 
that may challenge, and offer an alternative to, prevailing modes of production 
and valuation.
The result of all this - standardization, pseudo-individualization and
manipulation - is what Adomo, in The Culture Industry Reconsidered, terms
‘retrogressive consciousness’ (1975). He describes this as a state of permanent
childhood, in which circumstances are accepted without question or full
comprehension:
It impedes the development of autonomous, independent 
individuals who judge and decide consciously for 
themselves. These, however, would be the precondition for 
a democratic society that needs adults who have come of 
age in order to sustain itself and develop. (1975)
Retrogressive consciousness, then, destroys the possibility of critical,
autonomous thought which is necessary to effective democracy. Active dissent
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is not merely suppressed - it is cut off at the source.
Major music labels function in a similar capacity within the context of
popular music. Scholars such as Frith (1981) and Grossberg (1992,1997)
(whose work will be discussed below) have argued that the corporatization of
music renders commercial acts politically conservative, or at least neutral. This
has nothing to do with the performer’s artistic vision. Rather, it is a result of
absolute commodification, and the system within which the music is created,
produced, distributed and marketed. Major labels treat music as a commodity,
no different than a pair of shoes, which, I would suggest, makes it difficult to
sustain any serious political discussion or challenge. Independent labels, on
the other hand, conceive music as more than just a commodity which, this
thesis argues, is part of what separates mainstream from indie production.
According to proponents of the culture industry (i.e. those invested in
maintaining it), it is a source of order and guidance in a disordered society (i.e.
by virtue of the standards and rules it advocates). “In a supposedly chaotic
world it provides human beings with something like standards of orientation, and
that alone seems worthy of approval” (Adorno, 1975). That guidance,
though, supports the existing power structure and its domination. The culture
industry teaches compliance without thought:
It proclaims: you shall conform, without instruction as to 
what; conform to what exists anyway, and to that which 
everyone thinks anyway as a reflex of its power and 
omnipresence. The power of the culture industry’s ideology 
is such that conformity has replaced consciousness. (1975)
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The culture industry, then, creates and recreates its power by creating and
recreating the consciousness of the masses to suit its own needs.
I would argue that there is a core of truth here, but not a complete picture.
Michel DeCerteau (see chapter four) demonstrates the ways in which people
carve niches for themselves within administered spaces. The availability and
nature of cultural objects may be dictated, but their potential uses are not.
Adomo and Horkeimer’s ‘masses’ cannot be entirely controlled.
On Popular Music
Adorno’s essay On Popular Music (1941) extends his discussion of the
culture industry, and applies it specifically to popular music. According to Adomo,
pop music, like other cultural commodities, is characterized by standardization
and, its “...necessary correlate...” pseudo-individualization (Adomo, 1941). This
is what separates popular from serious music: the popular is standardized. A
general and abstract framework is prescribed (by the culture industry) and filled in
with interchangeable details:
In popular music...the detail has no bearing on the whole, 
which appears as an extraneous framework. Thus the whole 
is never altered by the individual event and therefore 
remains, as it were, aloof, imperturbable, and unnoticed 
throughout the piece. At the same time, the detail is 
mutilated by a device that it can never influence and alter, so 
that the detail remains inconsequential. (1941)
Some of these details are permitted to deviate from the expectations
evoked by the general framework. This does not damage or detract from the
framework, since the details are irrelevant. Listeners are able to supply the
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framework for themselves, regardless of minor variations. This thesis does not 
study the form or the aesthetics (i.e. the lyrics or instrumentation) of participants’ 
music. Rather, it explores the production process itself, and its potential 
significance.
Adomo and Horkeimer’s discussion of distraction without concentration 
resurfaces here, in slightly different terms. Adomo argues that popular music 
must fulfill two functions. “One is for stimuli that provoke the listener’s attention” 
(1941). The other is for the material to fell within “...the sum total of all the 
conventions and material formulas in music to which he [the listener] is 
accustomed” (1941). Music, then, must grab listeners’ attention while remaining 
within the boundaries erected by standardization. This means that popular music 
must stimulate and entertain by deviating from expectation, while maintaining 
“...the supremacy of the natural against such deviations...” (i.e. maintain the 
philosophical cohesion of the whole) (1941). Detail, in other words, can vary so 
long as it does not interfere with the overall message.
Adomo locates the roots of musical standardization in competition. “The 
musical standards of popular music were originally developed by a competitive 
process”, he writes (1941). Recording companies, as businesses, exist to make 
as much money as possible. Producers imitate hit songs in the hope of 
reproducing not only the song, but also its success, and standards form and 
crystallize (1941). The powerful interests endorsing these standards guarantee 
obedience with threats - noncompliance will be punished by exclusion.
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This may be true in certain cases - Neil Leyton, in his interview (see 
chapter nine), mentions Amen as one band which turned to independent 
production because they were “...simply unsustainable within the machine...” 
(Leyton, 2003). Jian Ghomeshi, however, speaks of finding a relatively 
autonomous space within WEA, and of retaining an amount of creative freedom 
(see chapter eight). Lived experience, then, does not always fit into Adorno’s 
framework (or Leyton’s, for that matter). However, I would reiterate my 
contention that, as an analysis of a specific formation (which includes the 
absolutely commodified) within popular culture, Adorno’s work is invaluable.
Adomo asserts that the state of popular music is directly linked to 
commercialization, which demands that music be constructed to accommodate 
the market. Independent musicians, however, may attempt to remove 
themselves from the global marketplace. This, I would suggest, separates 
mainstream from indie production. While independents do participate in a kind of 
capitalism, the values and standards behind it are very different from those which 
fuel major label recording. The indie scene thus represents a space in which 
profit is not paramount, and which operates according to alternative standards 
and values (which will be elaborated later).
There is, then, some hope for critical consciousness within music 
production and distribution. Adomo himself acknowledges this in The Culture 
Industry Reconsidered, when he states that, on some level, the masses are 
aware of their own domination. “The consciousness of the consumers
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themselves is split between the prescribed fun which is supplied to them by the 
culture industry and a not particularly well hidden doubt about its blessings” 
(1975). They coerce themselves into accepting what the culture industry offers 
because it is better than nothing - they are engaged in active self-deception. 
Consumers “...force their eyes shut and voice approval...for what is meted out to 
them, knowing fully the purpose for which it is manufactured...” (1975). The 
radical potential at which such self-consciousness hints, however, remains a 
largely theoretical point, and is not explored in either Enlightenment as Mass 
Deception (1972) or Culture Industry Revisited (1975).
Various contemporary theorists, as will be detailed below and in chapter 
three, have contested this pessimism. I would suggest, along with these 
scholars, that the culture industry seems to be situated within a global economy 
and that it imposes severe limits on dissent. Those limits, however, are not 
terminal. Adomo and Horkeimer fail to fully recognize this -  their culture industry 
thesis offers little hope. For that, we must look to their colleague, Herbert 
Marcuse.
Herbert Marcuse
According to Stanley Aronowitz, Marcuse is a “...pessimist of the intellect, 
an optimist of the spirit...” (1999). He is fully aware of the nature of advanced 
capitalist society. In fact, Marcuse’s early work is similar to Adorno’s in its 
cynicism. Eros and Civilization (1955), for instance, examines the administered 
society from a Freudian perspective. Marcuse argues that people under late
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capitalism are free of certain constraints, but that the cultural and recreational 
activities they pursue are still repressive - those activities only divert attention 
from the alienation and manipulation so prevalent in Western democracies 
(Kellner, 1998).
One Dimensional Man (1964) is likewise bleak. Here, Marcuse offers 
culture as a potentially critical space, a ‘second dimension’ that has, 
unfortunately, been collapsed into the first (dominated, manipulated) dimension of 
everyday life. Culture is, therefore, no longer available as a resistive force.
What allows Marcuse to remain hopeful in spirit is his dialectical theory of 
technology. First introduced in Some Social Implications of Modem Technology 
(a 1941 essay), it differentiates between technology and technics, and continues 
to engage contemporary scholars. Douglas Kellner (1998), for instance, 
interprets technology as the mode of production and totality of instruments and 
practices of industry, transportation and communication. Technics, on the other 
hand, comprise only the instruments and practices of industry, transportation and 
communication. Technic, then, refers to the machinery, knowledge and 
resources of technology; technology is the way in which those resources are 
produced and employed. In other words, the misuse of technology is not 
inevitable. Properly utilized, technology could improve quality of life on a large 
scale. This ‘utopian potential’ is not being realized, but it could be under the right 
circumstances.
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The late sixties seemed to bring Marcuse’s ‘concrete utopia’ closer to 
realization. Social movements such as feminism, civil rights, and the student 
movement all indicated the emergence of a new consciousness, one that would 
put technology to more rational use (i.e. to the elimination of hunger and poverty). 
Marcuse, profoundly influenced by the student movement6 in particular, 
accordingly shifted his theoretical focus from oppression and domination to 
liberation and freedom (Kellner, 2001).
An Essay On Liberation
An Essay On Liberation (1969) is a profoundly hopeful work, despite its 
scathing indictment of advanced capitalism. In it, Marcuse argues that 
technology is being controlled and abused by the Establishment (his term for the 
prevailing institutions of power). Specifically, technology is employed in the 
perpetuation of capitalist production and consumption, without addressing more 
human needs. This can be argued in the case of many corporations and/or 
industries - major recording labels, for instance, fail to acknowledge the basic 
necessity of self-determination. But Marcuse fails to account for the active 
existence of alternative ethics and modes of production, such as those articulated 
by independent musicians. Under certain circumstances, technology may be 
used in progressive, rather than exploitative, ways. This idea, I would suggest, 
tends to support my contention that the differences between major label and
6 For Marcuse, the student movement comprised a variety of social activism, including feminism, 
civil rights and peace advocacy.
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independent recording are indeed significant. While both employ the same 
technologies and technological processes, the ways in which they do so produce 
(and are produced by) very distinct standards and ethics.
Industrial capitalism excuses itself, according to Marcuse, by the “...stifling 
abundance of wares...” which are produced even while “...its victims abroad...” 
are deprived “...of the necessities of life...” (1969, 7). At the same time, 
opposition is framed as irrational - there is, after all, little obvious reason to 
challenge such a comfortable order of things. The Establishment is, therefore, 
able to dismiss dissent as ‘obscene’, which, Marcuse points out, is a subjectively 
moral term based upon the Establishment’s own values, standards and best 
interests (8).
Marcuse anticipates, here, the idea of competition and negotiation later 
embraced by cultural studies (see chapters three and four). Contemporary 
theorists, such as Dick Hebdige, argue that popular culture comprises, not one 
monolithic formation, but a variety of formations existing in dialogue and 
competition with one another. Indeed, Hebdige restates Marcuse’s argument in 
Subcultures (1979), when he writes about subcultural groups being labeled 
“...deviant...by dominant groups - the police, the media, the judiciary...”(95).
Such pervasive domination and abuse is not inevitable, though. The 
technology of advanced capitalist society is capable of eliminating scarcity and 
poverty “...within the very foreseeable future...” (Marcuse, 1969, 4). This could be 
accomplished through the humane and rational use of technology, and a more
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equitable distribution of resources. Practically, it would require a massive social 
reorganization that, in turn, would require a corresponding shift in consciousness. 
Society has been limited and contained by advanced capitalism, but beyond 
those limits Marcuse sees “...the space, both physical and mental, for building a 
realm of freedom which is not that of the present...” (viii). Applied to the current 
research, this means that the kind of profit driven conservatism with which major 
labels are generally associated is not inescapable. Independents can offer an 
alternative.
The reorganization for which Marcuse calls would be achieved through the 
New Sensibility. The New Sensibility is a collective consciousness based upon 
imagination (i.e. what could be) (1969, 30). It is the rational expression 
(sublimation) of the ‘life instincts’, society’s assertion of the “...vital need for the 
abolition of injustice and misery...”, which would become the new standard of 
living (24). The New Sensibility articulates, in other words, very specific needs 
and values and behaviours. Priority is given to alleviating the day-to-day struggle 
of existence and to the optimal development of individual needs and faculties (5). 
Quality of life, then, is based upon freedom of thought and deed, upon the 
removal of human interaction from the context of violence and exploitation in 
which it is presently located (i.e. as today’s independent music scene attempts to 
remove music from the commercial context of mainstream production) (21).
There would be revolution at a fundamental, instinctual and ultimately biological 
level, which Marcuse claims would translate into a social revolution.
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Other scholars have challenged Marcuse on these points, and their 
arguments will be outlined later in this chapter. Two ideas remain relevant, 
however: a) the need to alter the circumstances of human interaction, and b) the 
need for a change in individual as well as social consciousness.
The revolution Marcuse envisions will merge the New Sensibility with 
scientific intelligence. Technology will take on the values and priorities of the 
New Sensibility, “...discovering and realizing the protection and gratification of 
life...” and playing “...with the potentialities of form and matter for the attainment 
of this goal...” (Marcuse, 1969, 24). Rationality and sensuousness would be 
brought together, and “...the opposition between imagination and reason...poetic 
and scientific thought...invalidated” (24). Technology, then, would adopt the 
creative and humanistic qualities of art, and mediate between rational faculties 
and sensuous needs. Such artistic technique would take on more “primitive” 
connotations, such as “...the art of preparing (cooking!), cultivating, growing 
things, giving them a form which neither violates their matter nor the sensitivity...” 
(32).
An aesthetic ethos would thus emerge in which “...subjective sensibility...” 
takes on “...objective form...” through artistic technique (Marcuse, 1969, 24). 
Technology and culture would articulate the New Sensibility, and take on “...the 
Form of a free society...” (25). This aesthetic dimension would strive for “...the 
mastery of opposites...without tension, so that violence is no longer needed...”, 
and for “...that which is useful, beneficial, enhancing life...” (27). These goals,
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Marcuse suggests, will also act as a measure against which to evaluate the free 
society. Certainly, research participants in this study experience their 
independence as a measure and an expression of very particular social values 
and ambitions.
The ‘new art’ plays a significant role in Marcuse’s society. Marcuse argues 
that art retains a radical autonomy, the freedom to translate and transform 
experience by restructuring it through word, tone, image - in other words, form.
“It is precisely the Form by virtue of which art transcends the given reality, works 
in the established reality against the established reality; and this transcendent 
element is inherent in art, in the artistic dimension” (Marcuse, 1969, 40). This 
need to restructure, he continues, suggests that the language of art is unique, 
that it communicates a truth not available to other communicative media (40).
The present study does not focus on the formal properties of indie music. 
Rather, it examines the subversive potential of the process of independent 
production, and the ethos that surrounds it. While aesthetics are important, and 
the subject of much academic discussion, this thesis looks at the process of 
recording, rather than artistic form. The alternative way of being offered by 
independence can, I would argue, become a valuable artistic tool with which to 
express alternatives to existing power structures.
An Essay on Liberation is clearly optimistic. As the promise of sixties 
radicalism failed to materialize as fully as had been hoped, though, Marcuse 
returned his attention to critiques of social domination, oppression and
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manipulation. Counterrevolution and Revolt, written in 1972, for example, 
criticizes the New Left for abandoning the kind of rationality advocated by the 
Frankfurt School (i.e. rationality which is not totalitarian), and for neglecting 
critical, theoretical understandings of society.
Responses to and Extensions of the Frankfurt School’s Theories
The Frankfurt Scholars were clearly attuned to the issues and crises of 
their time. Decades later, in vastly different historical moments, elements of their 
work are still relevant, but a number of scholars argue that they were too quick in 
their dismissal of popular culture as mindless, acquiescent fluff. There are, 
indeed, spaces for resistance and autonomy within the popular, which neither 
Adomo nor Horkeimer allow. Marcuse fills in this theoretical gap with his belief in 
practical resistance, and the radical nature of art.
This thesis suggests that members of the Birmingham Centre (see chapter 
three) adopt elements of Frankfurt School theory. They develop concepts of 
social domination that are reminiscent of Adorno’s, while retaining Marcuse’s 
belief in opposition (i.e. through their focus on the subversive potential of 
subcultures).
Contemporary music theorists are also informed by early social theory. 
Indeed, many follow in Adomo and Horkeimer’s conceptual footsteps. Simon 
Frith’s Sound Effects (1981), for example, never mentions The Culture Industry or 
Adorno; however, it does build upon Adomo and Horkeimer’s critique of 
commercialization and concentration of ownership. Frith takes a more political
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economic approach, tracing business interests and practices within the industry, 
and outlining their effects on music and musicians. He comes, in the end, to a 
conclusion similar to Adorno’s and Horkeimer’s: the art of music is damaged by 
commodification.
This work is comparable to Frith’s in its focus on money and modes of 
operation. However, Frith’s thesis (i.e. that big business and corporatization 
constrain major label music) is expanded here by highlighting the alternatives 
offered by independence, and the consequent possibilities (i.e. of dissent and 
debate).
U.S. scholar Lawrence Grossberg embarks on a more socio-cultural 
project in 1997’s Dancing in Spite o f Myself. In this work, Grossberg investigates 
major labels, mainstream music and their place within a society plagued by 
‘pervasive conservatism’ (a phrase introduced in 1992's We Gotta Get Outta This 
Place). Like Adorno and Frith before him, Grossberg determines that popular 
music is constrained by the big businesses now controlling it. What Grossberg 
adds to the discussion is an explicitly political dimension. “Mainstream music,” he 
writes, “seems...totally incapable of organizing any significant political 
oppositional force” (Grossberg, 1997, 89). Music, in other words, has become 
and remained as thoroughly acquiescent as the cultural commodities described 
by Adomo and Horkeimer.
Mark Crispin Miller and Dave Marsh illustrate this trend in very particular 
ways. Miller’s article, Who Controls the Music?, appeared in The Nation
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(August/September, 1997). It traces the development of the big six recording 
labels, and notes the “...conformist pressure...” they exert on performers (12).
The same issue featured U2 Crash: Why Pop Flops, by Marsh. In this article, 
Marsh accuses (music group) U2 of succumbing to the commercial law of supply 
and demand. Marsh suggests that U2's once revolutionary politics are no longer 
revolutionary; as proof, he cites the band’s condemnation of certain remarks 
made by Tom Morello of (music group) Rage Against the Machine (i.e. regarding 
the case of Mumia Abu-Jamal). Marsh offers some hope, though, in the form of 
engaged and committed bands, rather than abandoning the whole of popular 
culture, as does Adomo.
Other theorists have adopted specific aspects of the culture industry, while 
arguing against others. John Beverley, for instance, challenges Adomo and 
Horkeimer’s pessimism in his essay, The Ideology o f Postmodern Music and Left 
Politics (1990). Beverley suggests that commodification did not destroy the 
artistic impulse, but transformed it, giving birth to new discourses and struggles 
around community. Music cannot be rejected or accepted as ethically and/or 
politically correct, he argues. Rather, music must be allowed to proliferate. 
Beverley advocates the broadest possible range of musical styles, sounds and 
genres as a reflection of political tolerance.
Hal Niedzvieki’s We Want Some, Tool: Underground Desire and the 
Reinvention o f Mass Culture (2000) is an unusual contribution to cultural studies 
in two ways. First, Niedzvieki writes not as an academic, but as an inside
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observer of culture in general, and ‘the underground’ in particular. Second, 
Niedzvieki focuses on Canada. We Want Some, Too! is his paean to the 
Canadian underground, from its music to its sometimes nihilistic atmosphere.
Like Adomo and Horkeimer, Niedzvieki laments the homogenization of 
contemporary culture. He, too, links this to corporate globalization, but expands 
on the culture industry thesis by making room for opposition. Niedzvieki 
recognizes what Adomo did not: that there are subversive moments and 
alternative forms within the administered society.
Marcuse’s work has been taken up by such theorists as Carol Becker. 
Becker (1994) brings together a series of essays which build (indirectly) upon 
Marcuse’s ideas in The Subversive imagination. Becker’s own contribution to the 
collection, Herbert Marcuse and the Subversive Potential of Art, is a Marcusian 
analysis of art’s place in capitalist society. Becker (a former student of 
Marcuse’s) argues that “...the creative process is resistance...” (76). By offering 
images of liberation which contrast with oppressive reality, art becomes critical 
and offers a glimpse of the “...community of freedom which is the potential of the 
species...” (79). The difference between this potential and what actually exists 
acts, according to both Marcuse and Becker, as an impetus, a catalyst for 
change. Independent music, as presented by thesis research participants, can 
function in this capacity - it offers a specific production ethic and process as 
alternatives to industrial capitalism.
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James Jasper (1997) is also interested in radical art. His book, The Art of 
Moral Protest, places art within the context of personal resistance, social action 
and political resistance. Like Marcuse, Jasper sees protest as beginning at a 
deeply private level, as an expression of a particular morality. He emphasizes the 
intimate aspects of political action, and the social consequences of personal 
convictions. As will be demonstrated in Chapters Seven through Nine, indie art is 
often bom of an individual ethical code.
Both Kellner (1984) and Aronowitz (1999) point out that certain ideas of 
Marcuse’s have been sharply criticized. Specifically, Kellner notes the scholarly 
objection to Marcuse’s ‘biological determinism’, and the way in which he 
essentializes human nature. By locating instinct in biology, by using outdated 
psychoanalytic principles (such as Eros and Thanatos), Marcuse ties himself to a 
highly mechanistic framework that weakens his discussion of the New Sensibility 
(i.e. where it resides and how it can be realized). Marcuse’s work can, however, 
be taken in another direction. Rather than instinct, protest may be founded on 
awareness. Marcuse himself argues that the discrepancy between what is and 
what could be is a motivating force for revolution. Art, therefore, can be 
conceived as a catalyst. It becomes a tool with which to expose that discrepancy 
and work toward progressive change.
Aronowitz (1999) adds that Marcuse has been chastised, too, for his 
nebulous concept of change. Nowhere does Marcuse provide specific directions 
for the creation or maintenance of a free society - nor did he mean to. Aronowitz
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claims that Marcuse never saw his work as a blueprint, as did other social 
theorists, it was, instead, a guideline, a synopsis of problems and crises as 
Marcuse saw them. The details were always meant to be filled in by students, 
feminists, civil rights activists and other revolutionaries who shared Marcuse’s 
philosophy.
The Frankfurt scholars, then, provide a solid and necessary foundation for 
contemporary cultural analysis. While their work may totalize popular culture, it 
also includes some very useful analytic frameworks (specifically, the concepts of 
absolute commodification, standardization, pseudo-individuation, and art as a 
potential impetus for social action). Concerns about the Frankfurt School can be 
addressed by turning to the work of more contemporary cultural theorists.
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UGHT OF SOME KIND: POPULAR CULTURE7
Kevin Melchionne has written that much of cultural studies is a response to 
Adorno and Horkeimer’s culture industry thesis (1999, 247). Certainly, the 
debates regarding domination within the popular remains relevant. However, 
recent scholarship posits the existence of multiple popular cultures, interacting 
and competing in a way that the culture industry thesis (as stated by Adomo and 
Horkeimer) does not fully acknowledge.
The popular thus becomes a cultural space of challenge and resistive 
possibilities. As such, popular culture itself has inspired much academic debate 
and discussion. Various meanings of ‘popular* have been asserted by different 
academic traditions, according to theoretical focus and perspective. This thesis 
defines popular culture in a fashion that aligns closely with British cultural studies, 
as represented by Richard Hoggart, Raymond Williams and members of the 
Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS).
Graeme Turner’s 1992 book British Cultural Studies: An Introduction 
provides a useful outline of research, debates and fundamental concepts within 
the field. Turner begins by setting popular culture against ‘high’ culture, which he 
defines as “...the elite art forms seen to provide the best that has been written, 
spoken or performed over the ages...” (1). Popular culture, on the other hand, 
comprises “...the everyday and ordinary...” those institutions, objects and ideas 
with which we engage on a daily basis (2). These might include: mass or
7 DiFranco, Ani. Not a Pretty Girl. Righteous Babe Records, 1995.
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specialized media (radio, television, movies, billboards, etc.), Tim Horton’s, or a 
post-secondary institution. Popular culture is “...the very material of our daily 
lives, the bricks and mortar of our most commonplace understandings...” (2). 
Popular art, in turn, includes products bom of popular culture (39).
Turner notes that these terms and perspectives are heavily informed by 
English literary studies (in which cultural studies is rooted). Early cultural 
theorists - such as Matthew Arnold (1869) and F.R. Leavis (1933) - were most 
interested in literary criticism and ‘high’ culture8. The popular’, for them, was 
associated with both the working classes and industrialization (i.e. the mass 
production of assembly line industry), and could be dismissed as worthless 
(Turner, 40).
The Second World War, however, wrought major economic, cultural and 
political changes in British society. The traditional class system was altered. 
Working class people who, a decade before, would have been economically 
incapable of attending university, were awarded scholarships, and gained an 
academic arena in which to address their concerns and experiences. Coupled 
with this was the rise of critical Marxism, a strain of thought that saw government, 
culture and the economy as part of a dynamic and interactive network of 
historically significant factors. Popular culture came to be viewed as an integral 
part of the new society and, therefore, a worthwhile academic pursuit.
8 Turner associates both Arnold and Leavis with English literary studies, an academic tradition 
that limits culture to the activities, objects and formations of European elites (Turner, 1992).
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Rather than dismissing it as artistically and aesthetically trivial, then, cultural
studies conceives the popular as “...important, complex and both theoretically and
politically rewarding...” (Turner, 1). It comprises “...aspects of our lives that exert
so powerful and unquestioned an influence on our existence that we take them
for granted...”, and which play a crucial role in the construction of social
consciousness (2). In short, cultural studies is concerned with the complex
process of socialization, and popular culture’s role in that process.
‘Culturalism’ is a significant strain of thought within this framework9.
Emphasizing the ways in which individuals can assert their autonomy, culturalism
acknowledges the intricate nature of popular culture. It is not the monolithic entity
posited by such critics as Theodor Adomo and Max Horkeimer. Rather,
culturalists view the popular as a complex terrain characterized by challenge,
negotiation and mediation:
Identified particularly with Raymond Williams and E.P.
Thompson, culturalism retain[sj a stronger sense of the 
power of human agency against history and ideology; that is, 
culturalists argu[e] that determining forces could be resisted, 
and that history could be affected by radical individual effort.
(29)
Popular culture, then, is conceived as the everyday and ordinary. It can be 
taken for granted, and its ideology dismissed as a ‘naturally’ occurring 
phenomenon.
9 The other trajectory within cultural studies is structuralism, which is 
commonly concerned with “...the systems, the sets of relationships, the formal 
structures that frame and enable the production of meaning...” (Turner, 12).
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Cultural studies further suggests that the popular is a negotiated terrain. A 
variety of formations, texts, meanings, etc. exist in dialogue and tension with one 
another. Following Antonio Gramsci’s concept of hegemony (i.e. as domination 
by persuasion and negotiation, rather than force), this thesis argues that the 
structure and operation of Western society, as part of a large global economy, 
advantages some popular cultural formations, specifically those with the financial 
resources necessary to participate and succeed in that economy. Most major 
recording labels would fall into this category. Other popular formations - such as 
independent music - have fewer resources, and are unable (or unwilling) to enter 
the global marketplace. This reduces their commercial visibility. These 
formations are not, therefore, ‘popular1 in the sense of engaging with vast 
numbers of people everyday, but they do comprise a part of popular culture.
Members of the Birmingham School often base their work on similar 
assumptions. Applying the ethnographic methods favoured at the CCCS, Stuart 
Hall (1997, 1976, 1965), Dick Hebdige (1988, 1979) and Angela McRobbie (1999, 
1994) explore various formations within popular culture, and their emancipatory 
potential (Turner, 70).
For Hebdige, that potential is located in ‘subcultures’ (i.e. groups of 
individuals marginalized on the basis of a shared characteristic or characteristics). 
These groups, he argues, deny ‘straight’ society, its priorities, values and mores, 
in favour of completely opposite ideals (1979, 17). Because they refuse dominant 
realities (which have been naturalized) so utterly, acts of subcultural signification
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are often labeled profane. They are offensive, disorienting in their peculiarity. 
“Violations of authorized codes through which the social world is organized and 
experienced have considerable power to provoke and disturb” (91). By violating 
dominant cultural laws (i.e. by attaching subversive meanings to accepted ideas, 
objects, institutions), subcultures are able to interrupt the normalized (dominant 
and unconscious) process of socialization. The “...orderly sequence which leads 
from real events and phenomena to their representation in the media...” is 
effectively hijacked, rerouted to produce new, subversive readings of the obvious 
(90). Subcultures, then, use popular cultural artifacts and texts to challenge long 
held and (apparently) universal assumptions about the world.
Turner notes that Hebdige’s position here is similar to the one taken by 
Michel DeCerteau in The Practice of Everyday Life (see chapter four). “One can 
see...the similarity between DeCerteau’s approach and that taken by...Hebdige in 
Subculture: The Meaning of Style...” (200-201). While Hebdige offers a detailed 
study of particular groups (rather than DeCerteau’s more macro-level analysis), 
both scholars insist that cultural objects may be employed in subversive and 
liberating ways.
Similar comparisons can be drawn between DeCerteau and certain 
American scholarship, specifically the work of John Fiske (1989,1994). “Fiske’s 
recent work...”, as Turner points out, draws heavily on DeCerteau and applies his 
“...theories of popular resistance to analyses of American popular culture...”
(139). Fiske is also comparable to Hebdige in the attention he pays to usage of
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the popular (i.e. the ways in which people use cultural objects). Hebdige and 
DeCerteau, however, belong to the subcultural and humanist traditions 
respectively (rather than audience reception), and are more appropriate to this 
thesis.
I would argue that Fiske’s work, as important as it is, presents two 
problems. First, he is so intent on finding resistive moments in popular culture 
that he sees them everywhere (including places in which resistance does not 
necessarily exist). Second, Fiske remains within the confines of relatively 
mainstream pop culture, such as television shows and video arcades. He does 
not address other ‘marginal’, or counter, cultural objects or events (i.e. 
independent art) as thoroughly as he could.
Lawrence Grossberg is another important cultural studies scholar.
A CCCS alumnus, Grossberg is interested in the emancipatory potential of 
popular culture, particularly popular music, and ways in which that potential is 
constrained. His works, We Gotta Get Out o f This Place (1992) and Dancing in 
Spite of Myself (1997), were summarized in chapter two. Particularly significant 
was his discussion of political acquiescence and/or neutrality within popular 
culture.
Like Fiske, Grossberg focuses on the mainstream. His theories (of the 
relationship between music and identity) are largely illustrated using major label, 
commercially successful artists like Bruce Springsteen. Again, the critical 
potential of independence and counterculture is lost, or at least not fully
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acknowledged. I would suggest that this lack also influences Grossberg’s 
contention that significant political/social opposition is impossible.
Popular culture, then, is an intricate and dynamic formation. It is 
composed of those assumptions, structures, texts, materials and goods which 
are part of our daily lives. These contain elements of domination and 
manipulation, as well as resistive moments - they co-exist and interact with each 
other in the creation and use of ‘the everyday’. The popular can, therefore, 
oppose the authoritarian tendencies within it by articulating (and thereby 
creating) alternative ways of being. For a broad view of this process, we can 
turn to Raymond Williams, and his concept of ‘structures of feeling’ (1977). 
Michel DeCerteau (1984) offers a more detailed framework, while Will Straw 
(1991) moves the discussion into the realm of popular music, which is itself the 
subject of much academic debate.
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HALF A MILLION STRONG: THE POSSIBILITIES OF POPULAR CULTURE10
As scholars of cultural studies Williams, DeCerteau and Straw posit a
more dynamic and flexible terrain than do Adomo and Horkeimer. Popular
culture is not a monolith, but a place of competition and challenge. In this way,
today’s cultural analysts address the totalizing quality of the Frankfurt School’s
work, while retaining their foundational understanding of social, cultural and
political domination.
Williams, for example, provides a theoretical framework that acknowledges
practical, immediate and specific experiences. For him, the social becomes
personal when it is lived in a practical and specific present (i.e. by the individual).
The personal and the social are thus inextricably linked and meet in what
Williams terms a ‘structure of feeling".
Structures of Feeling
In chapter nine of Marxism and Literature (1977), Raymond Williams
argues that ‘the social’ has been falsely conceived as a finished and fixed
product, rather than as part of a formative process:
Conscious history is habitually projected, not only into the 
always moving substance of the past, but into contemporary 
life, in which relationships, institutions and formations in 
which we are still actively involved are converted, by this 
procedural mode, into formed wholes rather than forming and 
formative processes. (128)
10 Mitchell, Joni. Ladies of the Canyon. Siquomb Publishing, 1970.
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This dichotomy separates the social from the personal, obscuring the interactive 
relationship between the two.
The social is generally thought to consist of the institutions, organizations 
and structures of society, which people experience as permanent, finished and 
unchanging - in other words, as a generality. “The social is the fixed and explicit - 
the known relationships, institutions, formations, positions’ (128). The personal, 
on the other hand, refers to formative processes made up of private, idiosyncratic 
experiences apparently unrelated to the social. “All that is moving, all that 
escapes or seems to escape from the fixed and the explicit and the known, is 
grasped and defined as the personal: this, here, now, alive, active, subjective”
(128). Personal experience, then, is a specific formative process that is set 
against fixed social forms, maintaining the false separation of the social and 
personal. This separation denies social/personal interaction, and the practical, 
immediate and specific consequences of that interaction.
Williams argues against this division. He suggests that the social, rather 
than being a generality with no relation to the personal, is in fact experienced in 
highly personal ways (specific to the individual and the individual episode). Social 
formations “...exist and are lived definitively, in singular and developing forms...”
(129). They are part of individual experience, which is always in process. Social 
forms are, therefore, subject to (interpretation through and response from) that 
process. Williams thus contests the total conformity posited by Adorno and 
Horkeimer, with the culturalist notion of popular culture as negotiated and 
dynamic.
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The personal, then, affects interactions with, and interpretations of, the
social, and vice versa. Such practical, lived experience of the social, according to
Williams, becomes a form of social consciousness - it is through personal
experience that the social is incorporated into consciousness. “Social
forms...become social consciousness only when they are lived, actively, in real
relationships, and moreover in relationships which are more than systematic
exchanges between fixed units...” (130). Again, Williams highlights the flexibility
and dynamism within popular culture which Adorno and Horkeimer deny.
Williams refers to this as ‘practical consciousness’, a way of knowing
which is experienced and formed within the context of social relationships (i.e. in
the ways in which people interact with each other and with social forms).
“Because all consciousness is social”, Williams writes:
Its processes occur not only between but within the 
relationships and the related...this practical consciousness is 
always more than a handling of fixed forms and units...there 
is frequent tension between the received interpretation and 
practical experience. (130)
This tension manifests itself as “...an unease, a stress, a displacement, a 
latency: the moment of conscious comparison not yet come...” (130). Research 
participants - Jian Ghomeshi in particular - expressed such an unease when they 
spoke of major label recording, and the ways in which it differs from the 
independent process (see chapters seven through nine).
Since the experience of social forms is a specific and immediate one, then, 
practical consciousness can contradict the general (fixed and unchanging) view
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of those forms. Williams distinguishes practical consciousness from this
generality, which he terms ‘official consciousness’:
Practical consciousness is almost always different from 
official consciousness...practical consciousness is what is 
actually being lived...the actual alternative to the received 
and produced fixed forms...is a kind of feeling and thinking 
which is indeed social and material, but each in an embryonic 
phase...its relations with the already articulate and defined 
are then exceptionally complex. (131)
Practical consciousness, then, is the result of daily living, of specific and
real experiences. Official consciousness, however, is the more explicitly and
completely formed of the two. That fixedness prevents it from acknowledging
and accommodating certain realities (i.e. experiences which conflict with given
reality and therefore official consciousness):
There are...experiences to which fixed forms do not speak at 
all...important mixed experiences...and even where form and 
response can be found to agree, without apparent difficulty, 
there can be qualifications, reservations, indications 
elsewhere. (130)
A tension thus emerges between practical and official consciousness that 
individuals must mediate. Again, Williams argues against the total and 
encompassing nature of the culture industry, offering instead a framework similar 
to that put forth by DeCerteau (see below). Research participants demonstrated 
popular culture’s dynamism in a more concrete way, presenting independence as 
a reaction to mainstream music, and as an alternative mode of operation.
The interaction between official and practical consciousness is clearly an 
intricate, evolutionary process. Williams offers the example of language, which 
alters from generation to generation, group to group. He further notes that:
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...similar kinds of change can be observed in manners, 
dress, building, and other similar forms of social life...it is an 
open historical question...whether in any of these changes 
this or that group has been dominant...or whether they are 
the result of much more general interaction... (131)
When such changes occur, Williams suggests, it is in response to the
emergence or evolution of a structure of feeling (132). In this context,
independent music becomes a particular structure of feeling, one that differs
significantly from the structure of mainstream music. Indie artists can thus be
seen as potentially articulating experiences which conflict with, and contradict, the
common social reality.
Williams defines a structure of feeling as a framework focused on the
lived and practical expression of convictions and beliefs, and how these interact
with, and are related to, more systemic philosophies. It is:
...concerned with meanings and values as they are actively 
lived and felt, and the relations between these and formal or 
systematic beliefs are in practice variable...over a range from 
formal assent with private dissent to the more nuanced 
interaction between selected and interpreted beliefs and 
acted and justified experiences... (132)
A structure of feeling, then, negotiates the distance between practical and official
consciousness in a way similar to DeCerteau’s (1984) concept of ‘making due’ (to
be elaborated below).
In order to be defined as a structure, the ‘subjective’ and practical aspects
of consciousness in which Williams is interested must interact in specific ways.
The “...characteristic elements of impulse, restraint, and tone; specifically
affective elements of consciousness and relationships...”, according to Williams,
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work as "...a set with specific internal relations, at once interlocking and in
tension....” (132). The social experience represented by this structure “...is still in
process, often indeed...taken to be private, idiosyncratic...but...in analysis...has
its emergent, connecting and dominant characteristics...” (132). In other words, a
structure of feeling perceives “...thought as felt and feeling as thought...” (132). It
brings social reality into an immediate and affective present, combining what
Marcuse would call rational with sensuous needs.
Artistic objects are made up of such immediate, ‘subjective’ material. “The
true social content...” of art, Williams writes:
...is in a significant number of cases of this present and 
affective kind, which cannot without loss be reduced to belief 
systems, institutions or explicit general relationships, though 
it may include all these as lived and experienced, with or 
without tension, as it also evidently includes elements of 
social and material...experience which may lie beyond...
(133)
Artistic objects address and incorporate social forms, institutions and 
organizations, but these are placed within a private, practical and lived context. 
Art cannot be limited to the social or the personal, then - it is both. The following 
chapter will offer theoretical discussion of how music, in particular, can take on 
socio-political, as well as, personal meaning. Interview material further illustrates 
music’s simultaneously intimate and communal significance.
For Williams, this means that art (as a bridge between the social and the 
personal) is able to hint at the formation and/or progression of structures of 
feelings through corresponding changes in form and content. “A structure of 
feeling can be specifically related to the evidence of forms and
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conventions...which, in art and literature, are often among the very first 
indications that such a new structure is forming...” (133). Artistic objects thus 
become:
...inalienable elements of a social material process...a social 
formation of a specific kind which may in turn be seen as the 
articulation...of structures of feeling part of a social and 
material formation which is in process and can articulate 
lived experiences... (133)
Significantly, Williams notes that these experiences may be representative 
of more widespread phenomena, “...of living processes...much more widely 
experienced” (133). This expression of shared knowledge can be linked to 
Straw’s musical scenes, which form around a flexible and broad range of 
commonalties.
Williams’ framework is useful when applied to music. Viewed through the 
lens of structures of feeling, music becomes a personal and intimate response to 
the social reality of which it (and its creators) are a part. Music (in a flexible and 
permissive context) is thus a tool with which to engage, comment on, contradict 
and reform social institutions.
Making Due: Tactics and Uses
Michel DeCerteau's work in The Practice o f Everyday Life (1984) can be 
used to build upon Williams’ idea of tension between official and practical 
consciousness. DeCerteau focuses more on the various responses to, and 
manifestations of, that tension. He describes society as a place of negotiation 
and compromise, in which some people are constrained by the social/cultural
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space they occupy.
By ‘making due’, however, it is possible to circumvent, in varying degrees,
the laws and obligations of that space and thus enjoy some measure of creativity
and autonomy. Individuals:
...create... a space in which [they] can find ways of using the 
constraining order of the place or of the language...without 
leaving the place where [they have] no choice but to be and 
which lays down its law for [them], they establish within it a 
degree of plurality and creativity...by an art of being in 
between... (30)
As previously demonstrated (through comparison to the work of Hebdige), 
DeCerteau shares subcultural theory’s interest in subversion through popular 
cultural objects. His focus, however, is not on visible opposition by identifiable 
groups, but in individual incidents of protest.
DeCerteau conceives of a “first level” in society, where social spaces are 
controlled and dominated (30). But, he argues, a second level exists, which is 
organized around alternative standards and interests. These “...do not obey the 
law of the place, for they are not...defined by it...” (29). Individuals and groups 
are thus able to use the imposed space (with all its regulations and where 
he/she/they must remain) in alternative ways. “One can distinguish ways of 
operating...these styles of action intervene in a field which regulates them...but 
they introduce into it a way of turning it to their advantage that obeys other 
rules...” (30). Practices and modes of being are constructed which do not 
conform to the prevailing order, then, and which offer some liberty. Such 
practices help to negotiate an existence between the imposed space and
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complete freedom. Independent music, as experienced by research participants, 
can be viewed as such a space (see chapters seven through nine).
The operations and activities that comprise ‘making due’ are identified by 
DeCerteau as tactics. These may include such things as: a letter to an editor in 
the newspaper, espousing an unconventional viewpoint, or protest activity during 
a specific conference or summit. When set against more powerful and structured 
‘strategies’, tactics become a form of opposition to the prevailing order of things 
(which is upheld with strategic rather than tactical planning).
DeCerteau conceptualizes strategies and tactics as two entirely different 
social phenomena, existing in tension with one another (much like official and 
practical consciousness). This tension is evident in the way research participants 
spoke of major/indie label interaction, with the latter more closely resembling a 
tactic, and the former a strategy. Strategies create and dominate social spaces 
and what occurs within them. They are thus able to “...produce, tabulate, and 
impose these spaces, when those operations take place...” (30).
Strategies have the ability, then, to create their own places of power.
The establishment of this physical strength is facilitated by the development of 
coinciding mental spaces (i.e. ways of thinking). “A specific type of knowledge...” 
is required:
...one sustained and determined by the power to provide 
oneself with one’s own place...in other words, a certain 
power is the precondition of this knowledge...it makes this 
knowledge possible and at the same time determines its 
characteristics...it produces itself in and through this 
knowledge... (36)
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For DeCerteau, physical and psychological power are two distinct, but
mutually dependent, strategic strengths. A strategy’s theoretical “...systems and
totalizing discourses...” then, allow for “...the articulation of an ensemble of
physical places in which forces are distributed...” (38). Strategies are thus
presented as powerful and encompassing entities, similar to the way in which
Adomo and Horkeimer present the culture industry.
These spaces (both mental and physical) are crucial. They provide a
strong base from which to operate, and in which to stockpile resources.
Strategies depend upon such spaces; victory, for them, is predicated on “...the
resistance that the establishment of a place offers to the erosion of time” (39).
On the other hand, tactics can only make use of space in the best way
they can - they “...use, manipulate and divert...”, but cannot control (30). A tactic
has no central location and, therefore, no space against which to define ‘the
other’. In fact, the tactic is the other’, and must organize according to the space
in which it finds itself. It:
...is a calculated action determined by the absence of a 
proper locus...no determination of an exteriority, then, 
provides it with the condition necessary for autonomy...the 
space of the tactic is the space of the other...it must play on 
and with a terrain imposed on it and organized by the law of 
a foreign power...it is a maneuver within the enemy’s field of 
vision...and within enemy territory... (37)
This thesis suggests that independent music is a tactic operating within 
the space of its mainstream/major label counterparts - it can be a resistive force, 
changing and renegotiating as ‘other1.
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Tactics, then, rely on opportunities within an adversary’s domain. They 
must constantly search for openings since (unlike strategies) they have no locus. 
A tactic:
...takes advantage of opportunities and depends on them...it 
must vigilantly make use of the cracks that particular 
conjunctions open in the surveillance of the proprietary 
powers...it poaches in them...in short, a tactic is an art of the 
weak... (37)
DeCerteau’s description here is slightly problematic. To begin with, it
defines both ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ according to strategic action. Tactical actors may
conceive strength in a different way, and think of themselves as powerful, rather
than powerless. DeCerteau fails to account for various meanings of weak and
strong, relegating both to dominant understandings.
The merit of a tactic resides in its impact on, and relevance to, the space
and time in which it occurs - it must be judged by its significance at a specific
historical moment. Tactics:
...gain validity in relation to the pertinence they lend to time - 
to the circumstances which the precise instant of an 
intervention transforms into a favourable situation, to the 
rapidity of the movements that change the organization of a 
space, to the relations among successive moments in an 
action, to the possible intersections of durations and 
heterogeneous rhythms, etc... (38)
The grunge movement of the early nineties, for instance, came at a 
particular musical and historical instant. Audiences were ready for something 
other than late eighties bubblegum pop (such as Tiffany and New Kids on the 
Block) -  Seattle’s underground music scene delivered. Certain musicians also 
spoke to cultural/political issues of the day. Pearl Jam’s Eddie Vedder, for
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example, was especially outspoken on such matters as a woman’s right to 
abortion.
Though grunge, at first, occupied a particular geographic space (i.e. 
Seattle, Washington), its mainstream success depended on timing. As a tactic 
within the mainstream, then, grunge’s strength came as much from the moment in 
which it existed, as the space it claimed.
DeCerteau’s framework reveals the complex and dynamic nature of 
culture. Far from a ‘totally administered society’, he posits a terrain of negotiation 
and challenge, in which marginalized groups, individuals and formations find ways 
to assert, and reassert, themselves. It can, therefore, be argued that cultural 
objects (including popular culture) can indeed be put to critical, and even 
rebellious, use. The indie scene becomes particularly significant when viewed as 
a tactic ahead of, behind, in dialogue with, or response to the more strategic 
mainstream.
Musical Scenes
Popular culture, then, can be oppositional in spite of the culture industry’s 
predominance (within limits). In order to explore this phenomenon more closely 
within the context of popular music, it is useful to introduce Will Straw’s concept 
of a musical scene, which he sets against a musical community. Both are 
elaborated in Systems of Articulation, Logics o f Change (1991). Generally, he 
writes, such musical spaces are “...rooted in...their rates of change and turnover, 
the sorts of values attached, within them, to performer personae, and the forms
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and degrees of involvement in musical culture which they presume...” (327).
Musical alliances, then, are based on more than musical considerations; they can
also acknowledge issues of lifestyle, performance and musical/business ethics.
One way in which to conceive of such a space is as a community. Musical
communities, according to Straw, are made up of a fairly constant population
whose musical tastes remain within a particular historical and geographical space
(i.e. the musical traditions associated with a specific space):
...[They] presume a population group whose composition is 
relatively stable - according to a wide range of sociological 
variables - and whose involvement in music takes the form of 
an ongoing exploration of one or more musical idioms said to 
be rooted within a geographically specific historical 
heritage... (373)
Communities stress, then, the music traditionally associated with their own
geographic locations and the ways in which that music is connected to the
modern context. In Straw’s words:
...the sense of purpose articulated within a musical 
community normally depends on an affective link between 
two terms: contemporary musical practices...and the musical 
heritage that is seen to render this contemporary activity 
appropriate to a given context... (373)
Here, communities are associated with the same kind of rigidity and fixedness
encountered in the culture industry, and in Williams’ official consciousness.
Musical scenes - the second framework Straw elaborates - are more
flexible than communities. They include a wider variety of musical formations that
share, interact and compete with each other, and they are not predicated upon
geographical or historical location. Rather, scenes are created in the expression
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and (through that expression) the formation of alliances, with and boundaries
between, various musics. They are cultural spaces:
...in which a range of musical practices coexist, interacting 
with each other within a variety of processes of 
differentiation, and according to widely varying trajectories of 
change and cross-fertilization... (373)
The flexibility at which Straw hints, here, can be compared to a structure
of feeling. Both scenes and structures accommodate a variety of experiences
and realities, and can be set against Adomo and Horkeimer's culture industry,
which allows for no such variety.
Scenes, in other words, form around more ambiguous links than
geography or history. “Within a musical scene...[a] sense of purpose is
articulated within those forms of communication through which the building of
musical alliances and the drawing of musical boundaries take place” (373). That
purpose may emerge around aesthetic, artistic, political, social or personal
convictions, or any combination of these. Members of a scene are generally
aware of, and sensitive to, changes and trends within other scenes. They may,
therefore, identify more closely with a scene in another country than with one
that shares the same physical space:
Their attentiveness to change occurring elsewhere...may 
endow them with a unity of purpose and sense of 
participating in affective alliances just as powerful as those 
normally observed within practices which appear to be more 
organically grounded in local circumstances. (374)
This lack of geographic coherence is reminiscent of the tactical operations
conceived by DeCerteau.
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Straw’s concept of musical scenes can be usefully applied to popular 
music. As a scene, indie music articulates a particular framework of meaning 
organized around, but not limited to, music. That framework can further be seen 
as a structure of feeling, a mediation between the social and the personal. Thus, 
the interviews conducted for this thesis will be analyzed with the intention of 
identifying the way in which that mediation occurs, and its significance in terms of 
‘personal politics’.
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EVERYBODY SCREAM: MUSIC’S PLACE11
Music occupies a unique space with this framework of cultural negotiation 
and interaction. Many scholars have devoted significant time to researching and 
analyzing the distinct characteristics of music, and how those characteristics are 
useful in political/social activism.
In Rhythm and Resistance (1994), Ray Pratt declares that one can “...go 
beyond traditional Anglo-American, institutionally based conceptions of 
participation in politics...”, such as voting, or involvement in the process of 
governance, to manifest their political views (3). Pratt goes on to argue that art, 
in particular, can be an important political behaviour. This is consistent with 
feedback from research participants, who indicate that music is, to them, a 
significant form of political behaviour.
Music serves some very specific functions within the general category of 
political art. Its power, according to Simon Frith (1981), lies in its popularity. 
“Music,” he writes, “becomes a mass culture by entering a mass consciousness, 
by being heard simultaneously on people’s radios and record players, on bar and 
cafe jukeboxes, at discos and dances” (61). Music is a constant presence in our 
society, and it commands a vast audience. This, according to cultural theorists 
(Lull, 1987, Pratt, 1994), makes music a potentially significant force.
That social presence may be used to political ends. We can broadly 
understand politics as “...the authoritative allocation of values...” which takes
11 Ghomeshi, Jian. The First Six Songs. WonderBoy Entertainment, 2001.
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place in both the private and public spheres (Pratt, 3), or as “...the totality of
power relations...” in a society and/or culture (Strinati, 118). Political music is
slightly more ambiguous. “Music may be said to be political when its lyrics or
melody evoke or reflect a political judgment by the listener” (Lull, 37). This can
be accomplished in a number of ways - through:
...protest and complaint... aspirations [to a better 
world]...topical satire...political philosophical themes...political 
and ethical ideals...campaign songs ...commemoration... 
tributes... solidarity... comment on industrial conditions and 
working class life...protest against racial and sexual 
stereotyping...appeals... (39)
These devices are capable of conjuring the affective investment which, as
will be seen, is so crucial to empowerment and activism.
In Rebel Musics (2003), Daniel Fischlin and Ajay Heble conceive the
politics of music as contingent, informed by the historical moment in which the
music exists. “The same instrument that summons to battle, plays a requiem in
the name of peace. The instrument is the same, the political context of the sound
it emits completely different. Sound and music are always produced in social and
political contexts” (Fischlin and Heble, 11). Political music, then, depends upon
its location in time and space to give it meaning. The music interview participants
make, for example, is specific to their existence as inhabitants of Toronto in the
late 1990’s and early 2000’s.
Robin Balliger (1995) locates music’s political force in four different places.
First, Balliger cites recent works in literary criticism which “...emphasize the
importance of ‘voice’ in cultural resistance...” (14). Ghomeshi and Leyton, for
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example, clearly view their music as a way of articulating their own unique 
‘voices' (see chapters seven and eight).
Balliger moves, next, to the development of musical technologies that 
allow marginalized groups to be heard. Balliger’s third point deals with 
performance. Live performance, she suggests, is a powerful event. “The activity 
of music... has the ability to shape awareness, individual subjectivity, and social 
formations” (20). Wendy Irvine addresses this power when she speaks of live 
performance as integral to independent music in chapter nine. Finally, Balliger 
presents music as “...sonic squatting...” (21). She points specifically to the ways 
in which countercultures use music as a communicative weapon.
Music, then, is a uniquely forceful medium. It combines purposive and 
effective political behaviours to stimulate both emotion and intellect. “Purposive 
dimensions involve a sense of explicit intention, an instrumental usage by which 
one or a few people somehow influence or attempt to influence the ideas or 
behaviour of others” (Pratt, 4). Publics are deliberately moved by purposive 
behaviour. Two artists - Ani DiFranco and Moxy Fruvous - are particularly well 
known for this.
DiFranco’s Not A Pretty Girl (released in 1995 on a cd of the same name)
offers a clever and poetic indictment of misogyny:
I am not a pretty girl, that is not what I do. I ain’t no damsel 
in distress, and I don’t need to be rescued. So put me down 
punk, wouldn’t you prefer a maiden fair? Isn’t there a kitten 
stuck up a tree somewhere?
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DiFranco questions cultural stereotypes by referencing them in a critical
context, then goes on to describe society’s reaction to that challenge: “Every time
I say something they find hard to hear/They chalk it up to my anger, and never to
their own fear.” Rather than rock the boat, she is expected to play along, keep
her mouth shut. “Imagine you’re a girl,” she challenges, “just trying to finally come
clean/Knowing full well they’d prefer you were dirty and smiling.” But she wants
to be “...more than a pretty girl...” DiFranco understands the contradictory, often
insulting expectations women face today, and rejects them. “Don’t you think
every kitten figures out how to get down whether or not you ever show up?”
Meanwhile, Moxy Fruvous has taken aim at a variety of issues and
personalities, including Rush Limbaugh (The Greatest Man in America), corporate
greed (Downsizing), Mike Harris (Big Fish), and the environment (River Vailey).
One of their most celebrated songs is The Guff War Song, written and released
during the 1991 Gulf War (on 1993's Bargainvilie). The song begins as a
bemused inquiry into the psychology of war:
What makes a person so poisonous righteous that they’d 
think less of anyone who just disagreed? She’s just a 
pacifist, he’s just a patriot. If I said you were crazy, would 
you have to fight me?
The war’s validity is further questioned in the chorus - “Fighters for liberty, 
fighters for power. Fighters for longer turns in the shower”. The second, more 
pointed, chorus indicts the power of the oil trade, beginning “Fighters for 
Texaco...”. A particularly poignant section asks, “What could we say? We’re 
only twenty-five years old... We’d like to play hockey, have kids, and grow old.”
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The Gulf War Song ends with another question, something between enquiry and 
entreaty: “is that how it always will be?”
Both songs are deeply personal. The artists frequently use T and ‘we1, 
pronouns, which may be interpreted as implying ownership of the views and 
opinions expressed. In Ballinger’s words, the artists’ respective ‘voices’ come 
through. This style of writing also activates the audience, since listeners are 
explicitly addressed as *we’ and ‘you’, and thus invited to own (or join) their 
convictions and actions. While such aesthetic considerations are important, more 
thorough lyrical analyses are beyond the scope of this work. I am concerned with 
process, and how artists experience their own work, rather than with form or 
content.
Pratt (1994) suggests that music serves well as political behaviour 
because it possesses “...a unique ability...to create a kind of spontaneous 
collective identity...” and to “...facilitate the investment of people’s psychological 
resources...” (4). In other words, music moves us in ways that other forms of 
communication cannot. This was illustrated in the discourses with which 
research participants articulated music. As Balliger puts it: “Music is ... a sonic 
force that acts on bodies and minds and creates its own life rhythms; rhythms that 
power recognizes and tries to monopolize through a relentless domination of 
societal noise” (Balliger, 1995, 23).
Music, in short, is a physically intimate and resonant form of 
communication. This is where its affective power resides. Music exerts
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“...influence, whether intended or not...”, and has considerable emotional appeal 
(Pratt, 4).
Music is thus able to access deep feelings, and a psychological empathy
that can be activated for political purposes. Grossberg (1997) comments on this
affective energy:
We might say that the rock and roll apparatus inserts, into 
the cracks and contradictions of its own hegemonic 
existence, sites of affective empowerment that can provide 
strategies of resistance, evasion, and even counter control.
(76)
Music, then, offers space for opposition; it can be a platform for a variety of 
voices. The result is an audience that not only identifies with a certain worldview, 
opinion, idea or subculture, but which also feels empowered. Affective energy 
can help people to believe in change, in action.
So music functions in important ways as political behaviour. Much of its 
source material comes from everyday life which, as Pratt (1994) explains, has a 
“...significantly political dimension...” (7). Pratt invokes, here, the cultural studies 
concept of the everyday as socially and politically meaningful. As private 
existence is more and more commonly seen as the seat of profound discontents, 
musicians take on the task of articulating these discontents in the context of their 
own lives. Personal concerns become part of the public sphere. Other people 
recognize and identify with these concerns, and transform them (through a 
complex process of exchange) into social concerns. “Through the mechanism of 
public communication with others, a common recognition of shared concern is 
made”, and private concerns achieve political relevance (3). The personal is
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made social and, according to Williams’ framework, evolves into a structure of 
feeling (1977).
Music also serves to designate group identities and boundaries. “Cultural 
collectives are sometimes defined in terms of their associations with music” (Lull, 
149). As discussed earlier, punk music as a counterculture was universally 
connected to a particular sound and dress. Various ethnic groups are also linked 
with specific music. African American culture, for example, is associated with 
rap, soul and rhythm and blues (since these forms evolved from African and other 
ethnic traditions).
In this context, music can become a territorializing force. The ‘cultural 
collectives’ Lull discusses fill physical spaces, such as clubs or houses, with their 
music. This is a way of claiming the space, declaring their presence, and 
announcing themselves to others (Grossberg, 1997). CBGB’s is an excellent 
example. This club was at the center of New York’s punk scene during the 
1970’s. If you wanted the Clash or the Damned, you went to CBGB’s. If you 
didn’t, you stayed away. CBGB’s belonged to the punks.
Toronto’s Nathan Phillips Square was occupied in a similar (if more 
temporary) fashion last year. Artists from all over the city - videographers, poets, 
performance artists, puppeteers and musicians - came together on April 12, 2003, 
to oppose the U.S. invasion of Iraq. The afternoon included a variety of arts - 
face painting, installation art, spoken word. No form, however, was as thoroughly 
represented as music. Response from the musical community was so 
overwhelming, in fact, that three separate shows had to be scheduled. Music
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was also the only element that would have made itself known over any 
appreciable distance. It thus emerges as a strong territorializing force during the 
event.
Both these examples are instructive when we acknowledge that “...popular 
music serves potentially emancipatory functions if people use the setting in ways 
to generate and maintain enclaves of autonomy or free space...” (Pratt, 22). In 
other words, music can serve an important function in the development and 
maintenance of countercultura! groups. We might replace ‘countercultural 
groups’, here, with the term ‘structure of feeling’, tactic’ or ‘musical scene’ (see 
chapter four).
Martha Rosier (1994) elaborates on the space created by revolutionary art.
During the sixties, she writes “...artists’ spaces were ... thought of as more
democratic... than museums and market galleries...” (Rosier, 56). They were
safe havens, where accepted cultural standards and measurements of value
could be questioned, opposed, overturned (57). I would suggest that
independent music provides such a space:
If there is a utopian aspect to art, it is in the rare spaces 
where artists can free themselves from the expectations 
of the art market and the contingencies of economic 
reality to immerse themselves in the making of their work.
(Rosier, 77)
Music, then, performs a variety of instrumental and affective functions 
necessary for political/social empowerment and action. It can act as a badge of 
identity, a boundary, a call to arms or an appeal to the heart. These capabilities
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have made music a staple of activists and rebels, and a uniquely useful cultural 
object.
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DO THE MATH: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY12
In order to demonstrate music’s radical potential as it pertains to a 
segment of Canada’s independent music scene, primary data was gathered from 
three Canadian indie artists. This research aims to explore two issues: a) the 
ways in which independent labels interact with majors, and b) how independent 
musicians use their art as a political tool and political activity.
Of course, this does not include the equally significant issues of aesthetics 
and artistic form, nor does it include a thorough examination of different genres of 
music, or different artists. This thesis is more interested in the process of 
production, both independent and mainstream, with a focus on the critical 
potential of the former.
To this end, interviews have been conducted with three Canadian 
musicians. The interviews do not represent Canadian independent musicians as 
a whole. Rather, they introduce the politics of Toronto’s indie scene during the 
late 1990’s and early 2000’s through particular individuals, and demonstrate the 
way in which this particular creative expression embodies a particular structure of 
feeling. The study engages a purposive sample of artists, meaning that 
participants were chosen according to particular characteristics - in this case, 
they had established themselves as independent musicians, and worked in the 
Greater Toronto Area. The interview questions (Appendix A) were designed to
12 Leyton, Neil. From the Brighter Side of Her Midnight Sun. Fading Ways Music, 2003.
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elucidate the role that indie music plays in relation to the mainstream, and in the 
participants’ personal politics.
An informal interview format was chosen because it best suits the 
purposes of this research. Structured interviews are “...essentially an analyst’s 
performance...” which “...forces conformity to the researcher’s perspective..." 
(Anderson, 331). Informal interviews, on the other hand, allow the researcher to 
discover “...how...members talk about a subject..." - how they create their world(s) 
and build “...a repository of social meanings..." (330). With these distinctions in 
mind, participants were engaged in more loquacious (than formal) informal 
interviews.
Informal interview questions are generally open-ended, meaning that they 
invite more than a yes or no response. Participants are able to give more 
detailed and intimate answers, which may include personal impressions, 
thoughts, feelings and experiences.
Such questions can appear to be leading or biased, as in ‘Does 
independent music fill a space or perform a function which mainstream music 
does not?’. For the purposes of this research, the questionnaire in Appendix A 
was a starting point. The issue of indie music’s place and function, for instance, 
would be woven into the larger conversation around independence. It was 
constructed with the intention of addressing issues and subjects particularly 
relevant to this project. These included (but were not limited to): major labels, 
independent labels, interaction between the two, their respective definitions of 
success, and the ways in which participants use music as political behaviour, if at
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all. These topics were introduced into discussion during each interview. 
Participants were thus able to speak about them, without being directly 
questioned.
Roughly seven prospective research subjects were contacted via e-mail
before I decided on Irvine, Ghomeshi and Leyton. In the message, the nature of
the research was explained, and subjects were asked if they would be willing to
participate. Wendy Irvine, Jian Ghomeshi and Neil Leyton all agreed to in person
interviews. Place and time were set at the individual subject’s convenience.
The interviews were analyzed according to the procedure set out by
Jonathan Potter and Margaret Wetherell in Discourse and Social Psychology:
Beyond Attitudes and Behaviour (1987). Potter and Wetherell usefully break
discourse analysis into two broad steps; coding and analysis:
Analysis is made up primarily of two closely related 
phases...the search for pattern in the data...in the form of 
both variability...and consistency...second, there is the 
concern with function and consequence...the second phase 
of analysis consists of forming hypotheses about these 
functions and effects and searching for the linguistic 
evidence... (168)
Coding is the process of arranging data into categories (of definitions, 
issues, experiences, etc.) that pertain to the research question(s). The goal, 
Potter and Wetherell write, “...is...to squeeze an unwieldy body of discourse into 
manageable chunks...” (167). These chunks must be constructed as inclusively 
as possible - in other words, the same phrase or idea may fit into more than one
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category since, “at this stage in the research we are in the business of producing 
a body of instances...” and not analysis proper (167).
A number of categories emerged during the coding procedure. Among 
them were: major labels (and the music they produce); independent labels (and 
music); subject positioning (this can be equated with participant orientation, which 
will be elaborated below); ‘my’ music (which addresses the participant’s 
relationship with his or her own music); and political music (which deals with the 
participant’s definition and experiences of political music). These categories were 
used in chapters seven, eight and nine to organize interview analyses. In the 
cases of Wendy Irvine and Jian Ghomeshi (see chapters seven and eight), an 
additional category appeared: ‘good’ music. This section explores what qualities 
the artists look for in ‘good’ music, music they consider enjoyable and to which 
they listen. ‘Good’ music, then, is not intended to be an objective or evaluative 
category. Rather, it refers to each participant’s subjective idea of ‘quality’ in 
music.
The second stage of discourse analysis consists of further organizing and 
decoding the data. Interpretive repertories will emerge, an analytic tool which 
“...attempts to look systematically at the organization of phenomena which social 
psychologists have traditionally understood in terms of attitudes, beliefs and 
attributions...” (Potter and Wetherell, 146). An interpretive repertoire, then, is 
how an individual communicates his or her experience of the world. Specifically, 
it is the words, grammar and metaphors employed to articulate that experience:
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Interpretative repertoires are recurrently used systems of 
terms used for characterizing and evaluating actions, events 
and other phenomena...a repertoire...is constituted through a 
limited range of terms used in particular stylistic and 
grammatical constructions...often a repertoire will be 
organized around specific metaphors and figures of speech 
(tropes)... (146)
In this research, interpretive repertoires formed around the coding categories 
outlined above.
Four elements will be considered in the analysis of these repertoires: “...(a) 
coherence, (b) participant orientation, (c) new problems, and (d) fruitfulness...” 
(Potter and Wetherell, 169). Coherence refers to “...how the discourse fits 
together and how discursive structure produces effects and functions...” (170). 
Research data from the present project will be examined for coherence of 
language, images and description used in interpretive repertoires. Variations within 
repertoires, and across individual participants, will also be noted. In this way, 
independent music will be established as what Straw calls a musical scene (see 
chapter four), with a set of common practices and convictions, as well as debates 
and dialogue.
The second element, participant orientation, addresses “...what they see 
as consistent and different...” - in other words, where and how the participants 
locate themselves within the discussion (Potter and Wetherell, 170). This study is 
concerned with where participants are positioned within Toronto’s independent 
music scene during the late 1990’s and early 2000’s, and in relation to major labels 
and mainstream music.
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Thirdly, analysis will look at “...new problems...” created by “...the linguistic 
resources used...’ , the ideological dilemmas in which participants find themselves 
by virtue of the positions they take (Potter and Wetherell, 171). This refers to the 
ethical and/or practical dilemmas arising from the participants’ respective 
orientations (i.e. a conflict/tension between their convictions and the practical 
considerations of recording). One such dilemma, to which Irvine, Ghomeshi and 
Leyton all refer, arises around the choice between commercial success and artistic 
freedom (see chapters seven through nine).
Finally, “...fruitfulness...” is “...the scope of an analytic scheme to make 
sense of new kinds of discourse and to generate novel explanations...” (171). The 
present research theorizes indie music as part of a structure of feeling, a specific 
and unique formation within popular culture which can have specific political 
meaning, as well as great personal significance.
Following Thomas Cushman’s work (1995), these interviews will be used to 
elaborate each artist’s relationship with music, and their personal politics “...in their 
own words...” (333). Cushman uses life history analysis, open-ended interviews, 
and thick description to elaborate the participants’ life stories, to discover “...what 
led them to choose rock music as a vocation, what music [means] to them, how 
their music [is] related to the more general conduct of their lives, and their 
experiences with the social forces operating within their society...” (333). 
Specifically, Cushman investigates issues of authenticity in music and in lifestyle, 
the formation of individual and collective identity within Russia’s rock music
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community, rock music as protest, and the consequences of glasnost, perestroika 
and capitalism.
Cushman is particularly interested in the interactions between official 
Russian policy (i.e. regarding cultural production) and rock musicians during the 
early 1990's. Rock as a genre was generally considered a Western phenomenon 
and, therefore, rebellious. It was, as a result, subject to government controls and 
scrutiny. Cushman elaborates the different ways in which musicians responded: 
some acquiesced to rules and regulations, some navigated between the official 
and the dissident, and others planted themselves firmly in opposition to 
government policy. It is these various responses, or tactics (in DeCerteau’s 
words), which Cushman investigates.
Cushman's research includes ten case studies. These individuals, he 
writes, “...were selected because they represented a broad range of ages, roles 
and statuses within the musical community...” (333). His case studies include 
lyrical analyses, which explore recurring ideas and themes, imagery, style, etc. 
While such breadth is beyond this thesis, it does exhibit a focus similar to that of 
Notes from the Underground, and the same concern with artists’ experiences and 
expressions.
While the literature on music within popular culture, and cultural studies, is 
extensive, there are gaps to be filled. Female experiences of independent music 
need to be addressed, as well as the experiences of minority groups. It would also 
be instructive to conduct a comparative analysis of the Canadian and American
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independent scenes. More particularly, debates within indie music around the 
critical potential of major label artists could be explored further.
It must be noted again that the subjects of this study are not experimental in 
form or content, and that they are situated within a very particular time and space 
(late 1990's and early 2000’s in Toronto). They do participate in a marketplace, ad 
sell their music. This thesis argues that the way in which they engage with that 
marketplace, and their attitudes toward music and musicians, opens up the 
possibility of progressive and/or critical thought.
The study contributes to existing work by focusing on Canadian music, and 
by illustrating the counterculture! potential of art. This places the research at the 
intersection between popular culture theory and cultural studies. The purposive 
sample outlined above represents a regional selection of indie musicians and 
producers in Canada, which allows the research to foreground Canadian 
independent artists, and to document the voices of a cultural force.
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NO REGRETS: WENDY IRVINE*3
Wendy Irvine was bom and raised in the Greater Toronto Area. She began
performing at the age of three, singing in hospitals and senior citizens’ homes with
her mother. From there, Irvine moved into theater, film work, and a semi-
professional girls’ choir.
Irvine translated her musical experience into a part-time career as a piano,
voice and music theory teacher, before becoming a regular performer in Toronto’s
music scene. She continues to perform live today (both solo and with other
artists), drawing from a repertoire that includes jazz, blues, rock, hip hop and funk.
Irvine’s latest project is ‘A Band Called Wendy’. The group - for which she writes
most of the music - consists of Irvine, Dave Patel, Bob Basa and Jeff Hlibka.
Irvine contributes a long experience of artistic labour to this research. She
also offers a female perspective on Canada’s independent scene, and one that is
less explicitly political than either Ghomeshi or Leyton. Irvine’s values and
convictions are inherent, rather than obvious, in her responses.
The Mainstream Scene
Irvine equates major labels primarily with an abundance of financial and
commercial resources:
The biggest difference between a major label and an 
independent one is simply money...money pays for the 
recording of the music, money pays for the packaging and 
the pressing of the product, money pays for the 
advertisement and the photographs, money pays for the
13 Irvine, Wendy. Blase Day. Independent Release, 2000.
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touring...both...can get the job done, but one gets it done a 
lot faster and on a grander scale. (Irvine, 2003)
These resources, she suggests, make it easier to ‘successfully’ (i.e. 
profitably) promote a performer. In other words, they provide access to 
mainstream channels of production and distribution. This access helps to 
achieve the kind of large profit that David Rowe (1995) asserts is necessary to 
cover the enormous cost of major label operation. Majors thus represent a 
production process and an ethic - a scene - that is largely capitalistic. This scene 
exists in relation to and (sometimes) conflict with the independent scene (which, 
as will be explained below, subscribes to a different way of being).
Irvine more specifically aligns major labels with capitalism when she refers 
to “...the power of the almighty dollar that the majors hold...8 (Irvine, 2003). She 
thus acknowledges the significance of money within capitalism, and the 
mainstream music industry’s existence as a largely capitalist enterprise. In the 
process, a boundary is established between the mainstream and independent 
music scenes. Irvine also verifies Frith’s (1981) assertion about money, and its 
increasing significance in the music industry.
This being the case, music has become “...a more competitive game...” in 
the past decade (Irvine, 2003). Major labels have embraced the spirit of 
competition that Adorno equates with standardization and pseudo­
individualization (see chapter three). Music is a game now, a race to make 
money. Other labels and performers are experienced as rivals, rather than 
colleagues (as they are in the independent scene). This is presented as part of
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the major label ethos, and a structure of feeling that is generally compatible with 
capitalism.
The purpose of major label production, then, is profit. This means that a 
commercially viable artist is relatively secure in his or her contract. In Irvine’s 
words: “...the label won’t drop an act that is making them money...” (Irvine, 2003).
Majors, like most other businesses, consider monetary gain the ultimate goal -
they are thus characterized, once again, as capitalistic.
Irvine illustrates with the example of Rage Against the Machine (RATM):
‘Rage Against the Machine’ have created a unique balance 
between music and politics...music and their musical career 
are platforms from which to speak about politics, and their 
views and beliefs...they are successful because they have a 
lot to say, and are often controversial...the more feathers you 
ruffle, the more people will talk abut you, and listen to you, 
even if it is only to scrutinize what it is you are saying...this 
doesn’t always work...The Dixie Chicks’ suffered from 
speaking out...its a risky career move to point out the wrong 
doings of others, but is has become part of what the band 
represents; it is their image...I think that they were just lucky 
that their politics didn’t come back to bite them... (Irvine,
2003)
Unlike Leyton (see chapter nine), Irvine views RATM as a rupture within 
the mainstream, an instance of resistive politics. She goes on, however, to link 
their rebelliousness to image; this may imply a degree of construction. Either 
way, Irvine argues that conflict has made RATM profitable and, therefore, safe 
(by virtue of their commercial viability).
There is a trade off, here: the freedom to articulate oppositional politics, in 
return for profit. Leyton suggests that this negotiation has compromised the
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band. Irvine sees RATM’s experience as an illustration of the resistive 
opportunities that exist within a largely conservative popular culture.
Against this, she sets the experience of the Dixie Chicks. Irvine compares 
the female country/rock trio’s disparaging comments about George W. Bush 
(specifically, the statement that they were embarrassed by him as fellow Texans), 
to RATM’s more sustained dissent. She points to the Chicks as a cautionary tale 
- they were punished (i.e. by being blacklisted by certain radio stations, and 
vilified in the media), as RATM was not. Irvine implies that this (i.e. punishment) 
is a more usual scenario. Most artists are not as lucky’ as RATM. The Dixie 
Chicks, then, represent the domination and oppression of which certain popular 
cultural formations are capable.
Irvine’s discourse around major labels and mainstream music does not 
include the corporate, economic and industrial allusions employed so liberally by 
Ghomeshi and Leyton (see chapters eight and nine). Still, she indirectly presents 
majors as businesses. They exist to make money, and they function within the 
bounds of capitalism. She thus relates major labels to the culture industry, and to 
a structure of feeling which values music according to the money it makes, and 
subscribes to a capitalist production process.
The Independent Scene
Independents, on the other hand, are described as entirely separate from 
major labels. “My definition of independent...is any artist, musician or band that is 
actively making music alone, or with the help of a small label,” Irvine says (Irvine,
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2003). The indie and mainstream scenes are thus differentiated by label 
affiliation, or lack thereof.
This means, according to Irvine, that independents are often smaller than 
majors, and have fewer resources. B[T]his is not to say that it can’t be done with 
an independent label, but they have to be a lot more creative and resourceful, 
and they often have a harder road to travel” (Irvine, 2003). Independence 
requires more ‘creativity’, more ingenuity and (personal) resourcefulness. It is a 
craft and a lifestyle, rather than a business. The independent scene can be 
distinguished, then, from the mainstream’s corporate ethos. The latter is 
advantaged (i.e. by the resources it commands), while the former is more often 
marked by (financial, commercial) struggle.
“Another difference from the major labels is that the independent artist 
receives a higher percentage of the profit when signed to a smaller label, and 
often more control over the direction of their career” (Irvine, 2003). The potential 
hardship of indie production, then, is offset by some significant advantages: not 
only do musicians benefit more fully from their work; they also retain artistic, 
creative and professional autonomy. Independence is thus presented by Irvine 
as an potential alternative to the mainstream. It offers a mode of operation that 
can subvert the major label process.
As an artist, Irvine would like the best of both worlds - to retain that 
autonomy, while accessing major label resources. “It could be said that an ideal 
scenario for an artist would be to have an independent label with major label 
distribution” (Irvine, 2003). It is not an either/or proposition, then, but a balance.
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Ideally, the mainstream and independent scenes would come together in a new
formation that advantages musicians, rather than labels.
Such a balance is, however, lacking in today’s music industry. Major
labels have grown and merged to create the big five, and this group of powerful
recording companies now dominates the mainstream market. Irvine conceives
independence as an alternative to this situation. “[OJne of the biggest changes in
the music scene over the last few years has been the rise of the independents...
artists...are becoming aware that there are other options, and that majors take an
all-too-high percentage of the pie” (Siegel, 2003). The indie scene can challenge
this exploitation. According to Irvine, it privileges artists over labels, and turns
what Marx would call alienated labour into artistic/creative labour. Independence
is thus seen as contesting a part of capitalist production.
This mode of operation, and the values that surround it, produce a very
grass roots kind of art:
Everytime we walk into a small cafe with a guitarist 
strumming quietly in a cramped comer of the room, we are 
witness to a part of the independent music scene... 
independent musicians...fill up our everyday supply of live 
music.. .the street musicians on the comer or in the subway 
stations, your favorite house band at your local bar who 
sneaks in an original tune here and there to see the audience 
reaction, the dj scratching and spinning his own beats at the 
club on a Saturday night...these performers don’t have 
representation of any kind, they’re not signed to a label and 
they probably aren’t being paid what they should, but they 
entertain us all of the time\ (Irvine, 2003)
Irvine thus identifies independence with musicians, artists and performers 
who are close to everyday, daily life. In this sense, they are very much part of
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popular culture as defined by this thesis (and cultural studies). These artists
share our space, and fill it with something of their own, something they have
created or altered in some way (i.e. original ideas, pieces, sounds, etc.).
Common space emerges, here, as crucial to the musical experience.
In these circumstances, live performance also takes on new meaning:
Live performance is an integral part of an independent 
musician's work...this is where you accumulate the majority 
of your fan base. When people hear you live, and they like 
your sound, they will talk about you to their friends. They’ll 
make the effort to be on your email list and to come out to 
the next show. (Irvine, 2003)
Here, Irvine emphasizes the vitality of common space. She describes a
dialogue and interaction between musician and audience, which allows the
audience to become part of an evolutionary process. They help to build and
maintain the careers of the artists they consider worthwhile. This participation
goes beyond purchasing cd’s, or attending concerts. Indie audiences, in Irvine’s
view, support music and musicians in a very intimate, hands on fashion.
Irvine also highlights the solidarity that independent production offers. She
sees indie musicians as working together, as colleagues instead of rivals:
There is a lot of networking that occurs in the independent 
world. Musicians are always interested in meeting new 
musicians and jamming with different people, and that often 
leads to working with those people, or being recommended 
for gigs, continuing to expand that fan base, or even going in 
on an exchange of services...singing back ups on someone’s 
album for free, in exchange for the use of their studio for your 
own material. (Irvine, 2003)
Once more, the image of a dynamic and interactive scene emerges.
Talent and resources are described as being pooled in an informal, small scale
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barter system, which operates according to different principles and procedures 
than capitalist industry. Independence can thus be construed as a microcosmic 
challenge to the processes and standards of capitalism. As such, it represents a 
structure of feeling that differs significantly from that embodied by the 
mainstream.
This alternative mode of production involves alternative definitions of
success. Major labels, as Irvine makes clear, equate success with revenue. The
larger the profit, the better the music. Independents articulate another ideal:
I think that a lot of independent musicians/artists/labels would 
agree that, at the end of the day we want to make a lasting 
career, one that will sustain us and our families, and one that 
will also satisfy us. It is a life decision. It is a career 
decision...a difficult one. No one wants to struggle, but fame 
and fortune are not always the goal. (Siegel, 2003)
Like Ghomeshi and Leyton (see chapters eight and nine), Irvine presents
sustainability and personal satisfaction as the primary goals of independent art.
She also presents an ideological dilemma. There is a choice to be made
between commercial success and artistic/creative integrity. This, for Irvine, is a
very private decision that must be made according to an individual’s personal
morality (Jasper, 1997).
Mainstream and independent production are clearly distinct, then. Irvine
identifies the latter with more modest, grass roots enterprise. She also links it to
artistic and creative autonomy (i.e. for the artists), and a collegial atmosphere that
the mainstream lacks. Irvine presents two separate music scenes, which she
connects with two separate structures of feeling. These scenes interact with one
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another, and demonstrate the discursive, contested nature of popular culture.
The differences between them (i.e. the various ways in which they define 
success, and the relationship between artist(s) and labels) are, I would suggest, 
where music’s political/critical potential lies.
Subject Positioning
Irvine herself can be firmly placed in the independent scene. “As far as 
recording my own music goes,” she says, “I’ve recorded without a label...to date’ 
(Irvine, 2003). Collaborative efforts, on the other hand, have included label 
support:
I’ve recorded with ‘Liquid Sound’, ‘Diamond Entertainment’... 
and various individual producers...on a wide array of projects.
I’m not sure that I can name all of the small labels...I’ve worked 
with...singing back-ups or additional vocals...some of them are 
no longer operating...that happens a lot with independent labels, 
unfortunately. (Irvine, 2003)
In each case, production occurred outside the major label scene. Irvine 
thus corresponds to her own definition of independence.
‘Good’ Music
Quality, however, is not confined to one scene or the other (i.e. major label
or independent). Rather, Irvine evaluates music as a force and a process:
Whether I’m listening to music or writing it, I am drawn to 
music that reflects my moods...I like music that stimulates 
me, whether that is mentally, emotionally or even physically. I 
love music that is thought provoking and charged, but 
sometimes I just want to hear a song...that makes me feel 
good; one that makes me laugh, or one that makes me 
dance...I want the powers of my imagination to be utilized...! 
am always eager to learn different ways of expressing
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myself, of understanding other people’s forms of expression.
(Irvine, 2003)
For Irvine, then, music has definite mental, emotional and physical effects 
It is tied to her personal evolution, as well as her personal education (i.e. through 
its function as a communicative medium, and a way to connect with others). She 
appreciates music which, in Ballinger’s (1995) terms, gives voice to the realities 
of other artists, and which illustrates the emotional power of song.
Irvine further introduces ‘imagination’ as a key element in the musical 
experience. She invokes the visionary power of art and, indirectly, Marcuse’s 
belief in rebellious art as a catalyst for social change (i.e. art that demonstrates 
the chasm between society as it is and society as it could be). Music thus takes 
on social, as well as personal, significance.
Irvine’s Music
Irvine’s own songs are presented as organic. Music is an inherent, 
intrinsic part of her. “Music surrounded me from birth,” she explains, “and 
although I have other forms of expression that I enjoy, music gives me so much 
joy, and seems to allow me to pour so much more of myself into it...it was never a 
conscious decision, but more of a reflex” (Irvine, 2003). Song is clearly a source 
of contentment and happiness for Irvine. It is also a vent, a medium through 
which she is embodied in the world.
That being the case, Irvine particularly values those songs that most 
closely reflect and manifest her reality. “I find that my favorites change as I 
continue to write, and I improve...my craft...the songs that came from my heart
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and from my own personal experiences will always hold a special place” (Irvine, 
2003). Irvine’s music, then, develops as she does, and communicates what 
Williams would call her practical consciousness.
Irvine combines this intimacy with collaboration and interaction.
“I...perform [live] with many different groups, some of them original and some of 
them cover groups. This allows me to meet a wide variety of musicians, and is 
another way for me to get my name out there” (Irvine, 2003). Again, independent 
artists are described as colleagues who support and help one another, instead of 
competitors. The latter is offered as more characteristic of the major label scene, 
while the former is largely an independent phenomenon.
Political Music
Irvine’s concept of music as both intimate and communal hints at a bridge,
a connection (in William’s words) between the personal and the social (1977):
[S]ometimes my politics and my music don’t relate at all, 
while other times they are very much intertwined...a song can 
be soft and gentle, with a quiet message or a plea, or 
pounding and frustrated, depending on the subject 
matter...music means so many different things to me...it is 
joyful and it is sad, it is fun just as much as it is serious. It 
can also be ridiculous or it can be political, sometimes...at 
the same time... (Irvine, 2003)
There is no equation by which politics and music can be combined, then.
Sometimes they fit. Sometimes they do not. The relationship depends, Irvine
suggests, on both the song and the individual listener:
[SJongs...serve each and every one of us differently...no 
song will affect two people the same, yet music as an entity 
serves to educate, to communicate...and to entertain...music
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always moves us, whether it is our body, our mind or our 
spirit... (Irvine, 2003)
Music’s simultaneously intimate and communal nature is explicitly 
articulated here. Irvine describes its effect on a person as private, but its 
educational, communicative potential (i.e. to learn about and connect with others) 
as more widely significant. She thus demonstrates one way in which practical 
consciousness can have social implications.
“I don’t really consider myself a political artist,” Irvine continues, “although I 
do sometimes write political songs...using music as a platform to discuss political 
views and opinions is very important...its a way of sorting out your own views and 
it can also spark conversations to leam more about other people’s views” (Irvine, 
2003). In other words, political lyrics do not necessarily translate into political 
artistry. There is another level (to use DeCerteau’s word) at which politics 
(including oppositional, dissenting politics) can be manifested.
This thesis locates that level (or at least its potential) in the independent 
scene itself, in the alternative mode of operation, and the alternative ethics that 
indie artists embrace. Again, the question of aesthetics is left to other works, 
since this one cannot give it the attention it deserves. Independent music is 
politically significant by virtue of the structure of feeling it embodies, and the 
concrete way in which that structure is manifested (i.e. through establishing 
independence as an alternative to capitalist production and ideals).
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The music is still a crucial platform, though. Irvine identifies it as a way to 
develop and clarify her own politics, as well as to encourage dialogue. Music can 
thus be viewed as a (potential) forum for debate, challenge, and negotiation.
It contributes to the discursive nature of the popular, and (again) bridges the gap 
between the personal and the social.
Irvine never specifically mentions oppression or conservatism within the 
mainstream. Her analysis of Rage Against the Machine, and her allusion to the 
Dixie Chicks, are instructive, though. The first demonstrates Irvine’s belief in the 
possibilities of mainstream music. Whether or not these possibilities are realized 
is another matter. The second demonstrates her understanding of the limits and 
constraints placed upon major label artists (in terms of free political speech). 
Independence, then, as the representative of an alternative ethos, may be the 
more appropriate choice for certain artists.
Irvine, as will be become obvious in the following chapters, articulates a 
very different (i.e. more implicit than explicit) ‘politic’ than either Ghomeshi or 
Leyton. All three, however, self-identify as indie artists. I would suggest that this 
diversity is representative (on a small scale) of debates and discussions within 
the independent scene.
Wether or not Irvine is a political artist, she clearly appreciates the 
potential and problems of both mainstream and independent production. She is 
also aware that the choice to participate in one or the other is very personal. 
Irvine’s own practical consciousness has led her to embrace the indie, rather than 
major label, scene.
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“...making a living...” and “ ...feeling good about the art you make...” (Ghomeshi, 2003).
His focus, in terms o f revenue, is on sustainability rather than profit. Ghomeshi further 
articulates an artistic and ethical standard, thus adding an artistic and ethical dimension 
to independent production, which the major label process lacks. Again, tensions within 
popular culture are illustrated through the interaction between major and independent 
label recording.
Clearly, money plays a different role in indie music than it does in the mainstream. 
This not only ensures that creative control will remain with the artist (since the label lacks 
the financial/commercial clout to dictate); it also fosters a uniquely independent ethic. “ Its 
much less likely that an independent will do that [dicatate],” Ghomeshi remarks, “they 
don’t have the leverage...and many independent labels have that independent spirit, you 
know, you should let the artist do what the artist does” (Ghomeshi, 2003). To that end, 
Ghomeshi adds, “ ...a smaller label is going to be more attentive to your needs, or your 
idiosyncracies...” (Ghomeshi, 2003). In other words, indies encourage the artistic voice. 
They allow musicians to engage in w ider social discourses, thus fostering the negotiation 
and challenge which British cultural studies presents as integral to popular culture.
Ghomeshi hints, here, at an essential and intrinsic belief that a musician is the 
authority on his or her own work, and should be allowed to exercise that authority. By 
accommodating ‘idiosyncrasies’, for instance, an indie accommodates those details and 
characteristics which make a musician unique. The result of all this, he suggests, is a 
much more inclusive and diverse musical
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LET THE BASTARDS FRY: JIAN GHOMESHI14
Jian Ghomeshi was bom in London, England to parents of Iranian 
heritage. Residing now in Toronto, he has established himself as a musician, a 
columnist, a television personality and a music producer. Ghomeshi’s career 
began in the early 1990's, with a folk-rock/pop quartet named Moxy Fruvous. 
Fruvous, as mentioned in chapter six, was known for political satire and live 
performance. The band’s music spoke to a number of economic/political issues, 
events and figures, including Rush Limbaugh, Mike Harris and the Gulf War.
As part of Fruvous, Ghomeshi used the stage as a political platform, a 
place from which to comment on society. It was not, however, his only medium. 
Ghomeshi has authored a number of columns for such newspapers as The Globe 
and Mail and The Washington Post. These columns present a progressive take 
on, among other things, American nationalism, Canadian/American relations, and 
the portrayal of Middle Eastern people in the mass media.
Today, Ghomeshi’s artistic endeavours include television - he hosts Play 
(an arts/entertainment/current events program) on CBC. Ghomeshi also 
manages three artists (including himself) on his recently formed label,
WonderBoy Entertainment, and maintains an active career as a solo musician.
His first album, The First Six Songs, was released by WonderBoy in 2001. It is 
clearly rooted in folk-rock, as well as Ghomeshi’s personal politics. Notably 
political tracks include: Quebec City (a portrait of Ghomeshi’s experience at the
14 Ghomeshi, Jian. The First Six Songs. WonderBoy Entertainment, 2001.
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Summit of the Americas in Quebec City); Father (a eulogy for Pierre Elliot 
Trudeau, and a lament for his progressive liberalism); and Lousy Boy (a look at 
growing up in a gender-biased society).
Although Ghomeshi does participate in relatively mainstream cultural 
projects (specifically Play), he is also aware of socio-political issues. Ghomeshi 
brings that awareness, and a willingness to speak out, to this research. He offers 
progressive insight, as well as experience from both ends of the 
major/independent spectrum.
The Mainstream Scene
Ghomeshi speaks of major label production as a business. Phrases such 
as “big conglomerates”, “infrastructure”, “big company with huge resources’ , 
“corporate ethos”, “publicity and promotional support”, “executives at the 
company” and “manufactured” illustrate his concept of the industry as a 
commercial enterprise. They also hint at the drive for profit, upon which 
Ghomeshi places a great deal of emphasis: “Major labels...have one 
function...and that is the profit motive...the bottom line is the bottom line, for 
Sony, for EMI, for BMG, for Warner...show me the money...that’s what its about” 
(Ghomeshi, 2003).
Profit is paramount, then, in Ghomeshi’s definition of major labels.
Massive record sales, and massive revenues, equal success within the 
mainstream (though not, as will be demonstrated later, to him personally). 
Ghomeshi offers his own experience as an example:
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It (Bargainville) was our first album, and we were selling like, 
five hundred, six hundred copies a week...and to Atlantic that 
was like, well, you know...Robert Plant or Phil Collins are 
selling five hundred thousand a week...who were the top 
bands at the time...so why should we give a shit about you 
guys? (Ghomeshi, 2003)
Financial gain, then, is not only a goal. It is a gauge, the measure by
which artists and their music are valued. Ghomeshi demonstrates, here, what he
sees as the conflation of profit with artistic merit. This is characteristic of the
culture industry and, according to Ghomeshi, major recording labels.
Like Adorno (1972), Horkeimer (1972), Frith (1981) and Grossberg (1997),
Ghomeshi links this hyper commodification to the nature of today’s mainstream
music. Major labels, he says, are “...generally conservative by nature...they want
a sure bet...and if they’ve got a bunch of near sure bets, they’ll throw them
against the wall and...whatever sticks they’ll push, and the rest just fall onto the
ground” (Ghomeshi, 2003). Music, in other words, must be a safe (i.e.
commercially viable) investment. Majors, according to Ghomeshi, only produce
what they already know will sell. They recycle that which has previously
succeeded. This phenomenon is explored in detail by Simon Frith (1981) in
Sound Effects.
As a result, Ghomeshi asserts, major labels:
...are less likely to sign unique, interesting, eclectic acts...so 
that, of course, leaves a massive spectrum of stuff out there, 
whether its, you know...new jazz or...electronic stuff or...you 
know folky singer songwriter stuff or whatever that is not...at 
the forefront, or does not have the interest of major labels, 
you know...so, absolutely there’s this vacuum where 
everybody else fits in. (Ghomeshi, 2003)
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Like the culture industry, then, majors lack diversity and creativity.
Ghomeshi thus characterizes the major label music scene as narrow and 
limited. In doing so, he implicitly separates majors from the creative process.
This separation is made explicit when Ghomeshi addresses the label/artist 
relationship:
I think in some cases major labels obviously can...be much 
more intrusive...or perhaps as they would say, helpful...in the 
creative process...whether it be the imaging, or hiring the 
producer, or rejecting the master and wanting it to be 
remixed by somebody else. (Ghomeshi, 2003)
A label that attempts to make artistic decisions, then, is experienced as an 
intruder, an interloper. It hinders the musician’s voice, and is neither welcome nor 
appropriate in the recording studio.
Ghomeshi expresses some conflict about this loss of artistic freedom (see 
section titled ’Subject Positioning’). As part of Moxy Fruvous, he sought to 
preserve his autonomy within the major label scene. Ghomeshi thus embodies 
the tension within popular culture, which this work argues is crucial to its radical 
potential.
As Ghomeshi points out, though, major labels have enormous resources at 
their disposal. And since “...nothing has gotten big ever without hundreds of 
thousands, if not millions of dollars in publicity and promotional support...”, those 
resources become a bargaining chip (Ghomeshi, 2003). This may be true of 
most artists. Ani DiFranco, however, has remained independent, while attaining 
a measure of commercial success. Ghomeshi’s statement, then, may be taken
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as a reference to the common (though not every) experience of major label 
recording. “They [major labels] have this sort of gun over the head, saying 
that...we’ve just advanced you five hundred thousand dollars, I’m damn well 
gonna tell you, you know, what you need to put on the record” (Ghomeshi, 2003). 
Ghomeshi’s language, here, speaks of heavy-handed coercion, of autocracy. 
There seems to be little room for creative freedom in these circumstances.
The question is why artists would tolerate such treatment. Ghomeshi 
himself provides the answer, when he points to the enormous resources which 
most major labels command, and the potential fame these resources offer.
The Independent Scene
Independent labels, on the other hand, are elaborated within an entirely 
different repertoire. In fact, Ghomeshi sets them up as opposites to majors. “The 
difference, in essence, in what defines an independent artist or band, to me, is a 
group that is not signed to a major label” (Ghomeshi, 2003). Specifically, 
independents are smaller in terms of the financial and commercial power they 
command. This translates into more modest expectations regarding record sales 
(which are addressed below). Again, Ghomeshi draws on his experience to 
illustrate:
It wasn’t until we sort of went, well wait a minute, you 
know?...we’re this little band from Canada, we just put out 
our first record (Bargainville) and five hundred Americans a 
week are walking into a record store and buying...that’s 
actually awesome...and, you know, on an indie label, we 
would consider that huge, a victory. (Ghomeshi, 2003)
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This anecdote demonstrates a crucial difference between major and 
independent labels (i.e. definitions of success). Ghomeshi uses it to outline a 
boundary between the mainstream and independent music scenes.
Ghomeshi’s personal definition of success is similar. He defines it as 
“...making a living...” and “...feeling good about the art you make...” (Ghomeshi, 
2003). While he participates in a marketplace, his focus, in terms of revenue, is 
on sustainability rather than profit. Ghomeshi further articulates an artistic and 
ethical standard, thus adding an artistic and ethical dimension to independent 
production, which the major label process apparently lacks. Again, tensions 
within popular culture are illustrated through the interaction between major and 
independent label recording.
Money appears to play a different role in indie music than it does in the 
mainstream. This not only ensures that creative control will remain with the artist 
(since the label lacks the financial/commercial clout to dictate); it also fosters a 
uniquely independent ethic. “Its much less likely that an independent will do that 
[dictate],” Ghomeshi remarks, “they don’t have the leverage...and many 
independent labels have that independent spirit, you know, you should let the 
artist do what the artist does” (Ghomeshi, 2003). To that end, Ghomeshi adds, 
“...a smaller label is going to be more attentive to your needs, or your 
idiosyncrasies...” (Siegel, 2003). In other words, he describes indies as 
encouraging the artistic voice. They may allow musicians to engage in wider 
social discourses, thus fostering that negotiation and challenge which British 
cultural studies presents as integral to popular culture.
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Ghomeshi hints, here, at an essential and intrinsic belief that a musician is 
the authority on his or her own work, and should be allowed to exercise that 
authority. By accommodating ‘idiosyncrasies’, for instance, an indie can 
accommodate those details and characteristics that make a musician unique.
The result of all this, he suggests, is a much more inclusive and diverse musical 
terrain. It falls to indies to house that “...massive spectrum of stuff...” which major 
labels exclude (Ghomeshi, 2003). The independent field is seen as wider, then, 
and as offering space to the ‘idiosyncrasies’ - including alternative politics, 
opinions and lifestyles - which majors may shut out. The oppressive nature of 
Adorno and Horkeimer’s culture industry is thus contested by the activity and 
challenge of formations such as independent music. It is here, in the ethical 
differences between indie and mainstream recording, that this thesis sees critical 
potential.
Subject Positioning
The gap between major and independent labels is, in a way, bridged by
Ghomeshi himself. His experiences point to a third alternative, a space within the
mainstream for more ‘indie’ values. Although Ghomeshi remembers Moxy
Fruvous’ time at Atlantic as “...really, really bad...”, he also acknowledges the
freedom they found at WEA (Ghomeshi, 2003):
With Moxy Fruvous...fortunately Warner really gave us a 
lot...because we had built up a following independently first, 
that gave us the leverage to be who we are...and do our 
thing...but I don’t think that’s the case with all artists, for 
sure...it [the label] can affect the music...but...in our case it
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didn’t have any affect on the music...but we were really 
pigheaded, you know. (Ghomeshi, 2003)
Ghomeshi describes, here, an interaction between the mainstream and 
independent music scenes. He also hints at conflict between practical 
consciousness (i.e. his, as a member of Moxy Fruvous) and official 
consciousness (i.e. of the mainstream music industry).
The band was able to negotiate an autonomous space within WEA, then. 
They retained creative control, thus honouring what Ghomeshi calls the 
‘independent spirit’. This is described, however, as a difficult and unusual 
situation, one that hinged upon Fruvous’ commercial success (i.e. record sales). 
In other words, the band’s autonomy was directly linked to the amount of money 
they made. Fruvous was successful enough (according to the mainstream 
definition of success), though, that they could ‘be who they were’. Their 
‘independent spirit’ (see above) thus helped them to navigate the mainstream, 
and to respect their contract and their convictions at the same time. The band 
‘made due’ within a musical scene that did not always align with their own 
convictions.
Audiences may have experienced this ‘making due’ in a very different way. 
As Dettmar and Richey (1999) point out, negotiation with a major label can be 
construed as ‘selling out’ or ‘going commercial’. While it is beyond the scope and 
focus of the present research, this question bears further investigation.
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‘Good’ Music
Ghomeshi’s discourse about musical form makes no mention of either 
major or independent labels. Rather, he speaks of sincerity, of personal 
investment, and of art. “I think I just look for, to a certain extent, honesty...when 
I...hear someone write or perform something and I believe them, I really believe 
them, that makes a big difference to me” (Ghomeshi, 2003). When asked to 
define honesty, Ghomeshi replies: its “...putting artistic catharsis ahead of the 
right style...” (Ghomeshi, 2003). Music is, for Ghomeshi, artistry, and a form of 
truth telling. It is a personal and creative process in which commercial 
considerations do not take precedence.
Ghomeshi describes such music as ‘organic’. It is “...non-prefabricated in 
terms of consciousness...” and springs from intrinsic need (artistic, emotional, 
psychological, etc.), rather than commercial viability. ‘Organic’ music, then, can 
articulate a private experience of the social, or in Williams’ words, a structure of 
feeling. Against this, Ghomeshi sets ‘manufactured’ music, “...the manufactured 
type of musicians...you know...manufactured boy and girl bands...” (Ghomeshi, 
2003). These ‘boy and girl bands’ - for which major labels have become famous - 
are definitively removed, here, from the creative process of making ‘organic’ 
music. Mainstream music is thus characterized as a product. It is only rarely, if 
ever, art. Ghomeshi somewhat limits himself, here, by citing a very specific 
genre, and extrapolating its products to the wider mainstream music scene.
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These products, Ghomeshi suggests, are illusory, deceptive. With 
metaphors like “...smoke and mirrors...” and “...the Wizard of Oz...’ , he implies 
that many major label performers put on an elaborate and distracting show, but 
that some of them fail to deliver artistically (i.e. The BackStreet Boys, The Spice 
Girls).
The mainstream is not without merit, however. Ghomeshi points to David 
Grey, Norah Jones and Neil Young, all of whom hold major label contracts, and 
whom Ghomeshi considers talented and sincere singer-songwriters. “I’m 
incredibly optimistic about the return of the singer songwriter,” he remarks, “I was 
watching the Grammy Awards last night, and...it just didn’t feel like the music 
being celebrated was as manufactured as it has been for the last few years” 
(Ghomeshi, 2003). Ghomeshi thus reiterates both the possibilities and the 
problems of major label recording. He also makes sense of his own involvement 
in a musical scene that sometimes clashes with his values as an artist (i.e. he 
explains how he, as a member of Moxy Fruvous, ‘made due’ within the 
mainstream music industry).
It is worth noting that Ghomeshi addresses particular genres, here. He 
does not necessarily accommodate the breadth of music or artists in the major 
label scene.
Ghomeshi does not, then, condemn the entirety of mainstream music. But 
drawing on the two dominant repertoires in his discourse - i.e. major and indie 
labels - he does argue that ‘organic’ music, within the context of a major, is the
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exception rather than the rule. An independent is more likely to produce the
unique, eclectic and honest work Ghomeshi values.
Ghomeshi’s Music
Ghomeshi’s own music is presented as a thing of great intimacy. “Music’s
always been a really honest and cathartic form of expression for me... always...
you know...I think music has ultimately been the way I can express myself...it just
became my passion and has continued to be’ (Ghomeshi, 2003). His songs are
a direct and explicit communication of his reality, a forthright, almost physical
medium. As a musician, then, Ghomeshi sees his work as an embodiment of his
‘practical consciousness’, his voice.
The songs Ghomeshi most prizes are ones that reflect this:
You know, the sort of I Will Hold On love songs, Fly...those 
are very very important to me...genuine songs are important 
to me...but, you know, The Gulf War Song, I mean as much 
as its got an anti war message...Stuck in the 90's... there’s a 
song called Right Wing Shit...you know...well, its actually 
called Your New Boyfriend., .{he kind of songs that inject the 
politics I’ve always been proud of...The Greatest Man in 
America, a song about Rush Limbaugh, you know...that kind 
of thing...but there are songs that really move me, move my 
heart, like I Will Hold On. (Ghomeshi, 2003)
Again, Ghomeshi returns to the idea of honesty, of ‘genuine’ art. He also 
attributes a certain strength to music here, when he describes it as a force that 
can ‘move his heart’. This is the affective investment to which Lawrence 
Grossberg (1997) refers, and on which he places such emphasis.
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Political Music
Ghomeshi’s politics play an important role in his artistry. “I’m a political 
activist, a political person, and I’m a musician, so...lyrically...I work politics, I 
always have, into my... music...” (Ghomeshi, 2003). Politics, in other words, are 
as much a part of him as song and, that being the case, the two are inextricably 
linked:
It’s more than that, I think [lyrics]...my politics...my need, 
visceral need, seemingly...to help create the conditions for 
social change about things that bother me...ever since I was 
a kid I’ve just been bugged by living in an inegalitarian 
society. Why should we be bombing, you know, innocent 
people in Afghanistan? Those things bother me...why do 
women make less money than men? Why do we, depending 
on the sexual orientation you inherit, or the wealth you 
inherit, or the ethnicity you inherit, dictate your conditions or 
your equality of opportunity? Those things bother me. And 
so, really, for me, no matter what I end up doing in my 
life...my politics will come through. You know, I think if Billy 
Bragg stopped playing music and started...making 
toothpaste, he’d still be a political person.” (Ghomeshi, 2003)
Both music and politics are thus identified as intrinsic, ‘organic’
necessities. Ghomeshi also frames his music as a practical resource, a way in
which to take action, rather than just an artistic communication. Again,
Ghomeshi’s music articulates a particular structure of feeling. It manifests what
Jasper (1997) calls his personal morality, and takes on the socio-political power
discussed in chapter six.
Ghomeshi’s discourse (and experiences) demonstrate an understanding of
the ruptures and resistive spaces, as well as the oppression, which exist in the
mainstream. He attempted to utilize these (limited) opportunities, and met with a
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degree of success. At the same time, Ghomeshi takes part in very mainstream 
cultural ventures, such as CBC’s Play, which do not necessarily provide space for 
political/social commentary or critical thought. He also focuses on very particular 
genres of music, in terms of both mainstream and independent production (i.e. 
‘boy/girl bands’, ‘singer-songwriters’). This specificity somewhat constrains 
Ghomeshi’s discussion.
Ghomeshi continues, however, to assert the indie scene as more creative, 
honest and potentially subversive than the mainstream. He thus situates himself 
at the intersection of mainstream and indie, where the scenes meet and interact 
with one another.
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CAN YOU THINK FOR YOURSELF?: NEIL LEYTON15
Neil Leyton was bom in Lisbon, Portugal. Based now in Toronto, Leyton 
has become a staple of the Canadian underground - he is an independent 
entrepreneur, producer, and musician. From 1995 to 1997, Leyton sang with The 
Conscience Pilate (a glam rock group). When the group disbanded, he founded 
Fading Ways Music, and embarked on a solo career.
Fading Ways began with a roster of three artists; today, it boasts twelve, 
including Leyton himself. From its inception, the label was conceived as a 
counter to the commercialism of major label pop, a place for musicians to work as 
Leyton works: without reference to the mainstream marketplace.
Leyton’s own music ranges from intimate and acoustic, to rootsy, to 
punkish. His latest album, From the Brighter Side of Her Midnight Sun, evinces 
the progressive socio-political awareness which informs Leyton’s discussion of 
independent recording. Leyton also offers an ‘entirely independent’ (i.e. he has 
never recorded on a major label) perspective to the discussion.
The Mainstream Scene
Leyton, like Ghomeshi, speaks of major labels in purely economic, 
industrial terms. Typical phrases include: “management or booking agents”, “sell 
a million records’ , “overtly commercial’ and “is being used to sell cars” (Leyton, 
2003). The analogy is expanded when he declares, “A major label is first and 
foremost a transnational corporate machine” (Leyton, 2003). Leyton thus imbues
15 Leyton, Neil. From the Brighter Side of Her Midnight Sun. Fading Ways Music, 2003.
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majors with a calculating, inhuman quality, while highlighting their commercial 
nature. Major labels are, for him, as absolutely commodified as the culture 
industry itself.
The ‘machine’ is experienced as unequivocally despotic. “There’s no two 
ways about it, those people [major label executives] have a say in what gets 
released, they have a say in what gets written, and they tell you how to write it” 
(Leyton, 2003). Consequently, mainstream artists, in Leyton’s opinion, become 
“puppets’ and ‘serfs’ , “subservient to [the label’s] whims’ (Leyton, 2003). The 
relationship between label and artist is hierarchical, then, even feudal. Musicians 
are viewed as servants - dominated, manipulated, indentured to the machine. 
Their voices are suppressed. Leyton sees major labels, like the culture industry, 
as oppressive and limiting entities.
Under these circumstances, Leyton continues, mainstream artists are 
expected to be obedient and acquiescent. They fall in with the company line, or 
are punished. “Discrimination time and time comes up...and somebody that five 
years ago might have really stood for something...may no longer stand for the 
same thing” (Leyton, 2003). There is a bias being described, here, an intolerance 
for opposition on the part of major labels. Artists who ‘stand for something’ which 
is not in the label’s best interests, or which has not been pre-approved, are not 
often welcome, in Leyton’s experience.
Leyton hints, here, at a conflict between two structures of feeling. The 
first, represented by mainstream music, is characterized by Grossberg’s (1997) 
‘pervasive conservatism’. It is usually the more powerful structure, in terms of
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socio-political influence and access to resources. The second structure relates to 
independence, and is often less able to communicate (i.e. when attempting to 
express alternative or dissident views) through mainstream media such as major 
labels.
Leyton asserts that disobedient artists can be dealt with in a few ways:
through suppression, expulsion or assimilation. Some - Leyton mentions Amen -
are “...just unsustainable within the machine...” (i.e. they fail to pull in enough
profit or to compromise themselves) (Leyton, 2003). Some of these artists simply
leave; they turn to independent production as the only way in which to reconcile
their politics and their art. Others may be offered commercial (capitalist) success
in exchange for acquiescence. “Most artists, if presented with the option....of sell
a million records and loose the politics, most musicians...they’re in it for the fame”
(Leyton, 2003). They will, in other words, lose the politics. There is challenge
and conflict within popular culture, then. But, again, dominant forms may assert
themselves, and limit access to the power and resources necessary for
mainstream exposure.
In this way, formerly subversive/artistic forms can be incorporated into the
mainstream. Leyton offers the example of rap:
The entire rap culture which started as a really 
antiestablishment, artistic statement, you know...with...Public 
Enemy...and maybe to a certain extent early gangsta rap, is 
being used to sell cars...its...extremely sad...it’s like, well, this 
is the culture of black America...it’s just another sham...its 
sad. (Leyton, 2003)
Leyton objects, here, to both the corruption of rap, and its use as a
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promotional tool. The original form is betrayed by what Adomo and Horkeimer
would call its absolute commodification. The critical potential of this object (i.e.
mainstream music) is, as a result, severely limited. What Leyton fails to
acknowledge is the ‘underground’ rap scene, rap that is not celebrated
by major labels. He refers exclusively to mainstream rap, which has
already (according to Leyton) been corrupted.
Such music is dismissed by Leyton as “...clearly, overtly commercial...’’
(Leyton, 2003). He sees no substantive content in it and, therefore, no
substantive impact. It is, in a word, safe. “The stuff that...concerns me,” Leyton
continues, “is the bands...on major labels that seem to have a political message,
but then you find out that they’re just a bunch of puppets” (Leyton, 2003). Again,
Leyton protests what he perceives as the manipulation of mainstream artists, and
the illusory, deceptive nature of their ‘radicalism’. In doing so, he (like Frith [1981]
and Grossberg [1997]) accuses the mainstream music scene of lacking
significant socio-political commentary:
Rage Against the Machine...uses images of Che Guevara 
and the Communist hammer and sickle for twenty four ninety 
nine...and its like, well, are they really educating their public 
about Marxism?...at all?...or are they just saying, fuck you I 
won’t do what you tell me?...like, what does that tell 
you?..that’s a dumb lyric. (Leyton, 2003)
RATM, in other words, couches commercially viable messages in Marxian 
language. They have done nothing, in Leyton’s opinion, to dispel misconceptions 
about Marx’s theories, or to present them as a potential alternative to the current 
social/economic structure. They are not the revolutionaries they would like to be.
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RATM has, instead, found a way to function within the mainstream. They 
have reconciled (in some degree) the structures of feeling to which major label 
and independent music respectively belong. Leyton suggests that this 
reconciliation compromises the band’s politics. It may be argued, however, that 
such negotiation is an integral part of popular culture, and crucial to democratic 
debate and discussion (as outlined in chapter one).
“Its not at all about the music”, Leyton concludes. There is no artistry, no 
creativity here, no autonomous or rebellious thinking. Rather, Leyton sees an 
industrial process geared toward the production of marketable goods, and to the 
propagation of a political system which facilitates that goal. In Leyton’s words: 
“The political centre of a major label...is to sell trade...”. Once more, mainstream 
music is presented as a business, as part of the global economy and the culture 
industry. Any artist who is uncomfortable with that, or is unable to comply, risks 
being shut out. The result is what Grossberg (1997) referred to as a pervasive 
conservatism - political acquiescence, or at least neutrality. So opposition,
Leyton argues, must come from elsewhere. “If you’re going to rage against it [’the 
machine’], you really have to rage...away from it” (Leyton, 2003).
The Independent Scene
Leyton finds that elusive, oppositional space in independence. “The first 
thing that comes to mind” he says of indie music, “is independent thought” - the 
creative and intellectual autonomy he finds lacking in the mainstream (Leyton, 
2003):
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music is presented as a business, as part of the global economy and the culture 
industry. Any artist who is uncomfortable with that, or is unable to comply, risks 
being shut out. The result is what Grossberg (1997) referred to as a pervasive 
conservatism - political acquiescence, or at least neutrality. So opposition, 
Leyton argues, must come from elsewhere. “If you’re going to rage against it 
[’the machine’], you really have to rage...away from it" (Leyton, 2003).
The Independent Scene
Leyton finds that elusive, oppositional space in independence. “The first 
thing that comes to mind” he says of indie music, “is independent thought” - the 
creative and intellectual autonomy he finds lacking in the mainstream (Leyton, 
2003):
Management or booking agents or labels...those people 
have a say in the music...there’s no two ways about it, those 
people have a say in what gets released, they have a say in 
what gets written, and they tell you how to write 
it...independence means that you’re doing those things 
yourself, that you’re working for you as opposed to a major 
label artist. (Leyton, 2003)
Beyond artistic freedom, then, independence is conceived by Leyton as 
self-employment and, in turn, self-determination. Creative control and autonomy 
are thus offered as part of the boundary between the mainstream and 
independent music scenes.
Legally, independence means that authority (creative, financial and 
commercial) is vested in the musician rather than an executive. “Creative 
control...creative control and ownership of the music...like publishing rights”
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remains with the artist. This, for Leyton, is a crucial point. It translates into an
artistic integrity, a concern with music instead of money, that he sees as the
hallmark of the indie scene:
I think that independent labels, to this day, don’t just wanna 
hear, sort of major label, corporate music...they really wanna 
sort of capture all music, all bands...genuine artistic 
stuff...whether or not its political is irrelevant, they really sort 
of go out of their way to find new music. (Leyton, 2003)
Independence is thus framed as truly creative, and truly diverse. They
allow for the artists’ voices. There is variety here, Leyton implies, rather than
market segments, which challenges the homogeneity of mainstream music. In
the process, popular culture is revealed as contested terrain, rather than the
oppressive entity envisioned by Adorno and Horkeimer. While Leyton sees no
critical potential within major label production, he understands that there are
other scenes, other structures of feeling, which allow for dissent and discussion.
Independence thus becomes intensely political for Leyton. “Publishing 
doesn’t have to do with the actual physical writing,” he explains, “it’s the 
intellectual property...! don’t believe that any intellectual property should profit 
anyone, really...not even the owner...but that’s way too radical for the music 
industry” (Leyton, 2003). Leyton separates ‘intellectual property’ (i.e. music) 
from other commodities, here, setting the former apart by denying it commercial 
value:
When it comes to publishing, don’t sell it...for any amount of 
money...it is not a commodity...it is not something that can
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be sold or brought...it’s an ethical, moral property that so far 
the law allows you to retain...so you should. (Leyton, 2003)
Independent production, as described by Leyton, can be a rejection of capitalist
ideals. It is an ‘ethical, moral’ process, which lends the music itself an ethical,
moral weight.
Again, indie music is framed as articulating a structure of feeling which 
conflicts with more mainstream principles. Specifically, the independent scene 
can challenge capitalist assumptions that profit is the main impetus for human 
activity, and that the value of all objects and interactions can be measured in 
money.
Not everyone understands independence in this way, however:
In Europe indie is well understood to be bands who do not 
want to be on a major label...here, indie is someone who is 
not yet signed to a major label...and that is a huge 
misappropriation of the word...and its also used by the 
corporate media to denounce indie music as not valid.
(Leyton, 2003)
It is important to Leyton that his independence be properly interpreted as 
a choice, a deliberate rejection of commercial capitalism and the mainstream - in 
other words, as part of his practical consciousness, and a structure of feeling 
that opposes capitalism. Otherwise, the indie scene loses its political, radical 
edge.
Subject Positioning
Leyton very firmly, and very practically, places himself (as an artist and a 
producer) in the independent camp with his own recording label, Fading Ways
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Music. Fading Ways is, in Leyton’s words, ‘fiercely independent’. “I have
absolutely no input into anything that is created”, he says, “I mean, an artist
brings me pretty much a finished product...and I help market it, distribute it,
promote it, send out press releases to media” (Leyton, 2003).
Leyton’s musicians, then, have free reign over their careers and their art.
They also retain the legal means to protect and enforce that freedom:
The reason I don’t tell the artists...as a label manager, I don’t 
tell my artists what to record or how to record it, is because 
from the outset I don’t own, I don’t own the masters, I don’t 
own the publishing, I don’t own any part of it...in other words, 
at any time these artists are welcome to walk, if they’re not 
happy with the label or me. (Leyton, 2003)
This uniquely independent mode of operation translates into a uniquely
independent ethic:
I don’t have to sell a million records to make a living, you 
know...I just don’t have to...and I consider myself as 
successful financially as the Backstreet Boys who’ve sold 
fifty thousand records...which I haven’t done...that’s kind of 
the heartache...that’s the financial reality of being an 
independent artist. (Leyton, 2003)
Leyton hints at a relativism, here, an understanding that massive
commercial success is neither likely nor necessary in the independent scene.
This is crucial to the ethos of indie music. For Leyton, it establishes difference
(from the mainstream), and separates him from what he rejects. Leyton takes
this a step further with the example of Fading Ways artist, Kevin Quain:
Kevin Quain, to me, is successful because he’s doing what 
he loves to do, and he plays like, five times a week and 
makes his records and that’s what he does...and its 
sustainable activity...now, if you sort of leave the financial 
aspect out of it, and concentrate on the artistic just being an
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independent artist on its own...just by the mere existence of 
it...like, I mean...you’re successful just because you’re doing 
something that is in itself successful...you’re creating...as 
opposed to manufacturing product. (Leyton, 2003)
Once again, financial success is tied to sustainability instead of profit.
Leyton goes on to separate success from economics entirely by defining it as
creativity (rather than manufacturing), and as freedom. In doing so, the very fact
of independence is presented as successful.
The fact that Leyton manages other artists may indicate a relationship
similar to the one that generally exists between major label executives and their
clients. Leyton, however, articulates an ethic which I would argue separates him
from his mainstream counterparts.
Leyton’s Music
Within this context, Leyton’s music becomes both a personal and a
communal experience. When asked about his favorite pieces, he replies:
Some are songs that other people have sort of listened 
to...yeah, but that one’s really special because...it’s a 
personal thing, you know?...like everybody else is like, uh I 
don’t get that one, sorry...or like, you know, there are other 
ones that I think are, like, okay, then other people go ahh! 
that’s the best song you’ve ever written!...you’re 
like...okay?...what about this other one?...it’s like, no! this 
oneL.I guess...it’s different for everybody...but I think that’s 
sort of the joy of it, too. (Leyton, 2003)
Music is not a solitary process for Leyton, then. It occurs within a dialogue 
that affects artist and audience and, in turn, the music itself. This philosophy can 
make room for the discussion, challenge and interaction, which are necessary to
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a dynamic and diverse popular culture (such as that conceived by British cultural 
studies).
Leyton describes the results as organic entities. “There are songs that 
sort of...seem to have a life of their own,” he notes, “songs that evolve” (Leyton, 
2003):
I just toured in England, in England and Scotland...and 
people were like, oh that song [/ Miss The Times When The 
Russians Where Coming] is so relevant, that’s 
amazing!...like what, did you just write that, like, now?...and 
I’m like no, that song is pretty old...but it took on a 
completely different sort of meaning, you know....this guy at 
this national radio station in Holland sort of said well, what’s 
this song about?...like it seems to be, you know, an outcry 
against the President and the White House 
administration...I’m like, yeah I wish it was but this song was 
written like, six years ago, so I can’t really take credit for 
that...you know...like, if that’s how you wanna take it, 
great...you know what, it is. (Leyton, 2003)
Again, music is not only influenced by its creator. Themes and
sentiments can be embraced by others, adapted to personal realities, and
reinterpreted in light of particular historical moments. This gives music the
potential to become a dynamic and profound political tool. Leyton thus
demonstrates the political efficacy and emotional power of music detailed in
chapter six (Lull, 1987; Pratt, 1994; Grossberg, 1997).
Leyton is quick to point out, however, that he is not a political artist. “Most
of my songs are not political,” he insists, “most of my songs are personal”
(Leyton, 2003). At the same time, he acknowledges the connection between the
two. “One thing I’ve found is that the lines of distinction between personal and
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political are in fact being eroded by stuff that’s going on...in the international 
scenario” (Leyton, 2003). It must be noted that while Leyton, like Irvine, 
denies the label of ‘political artist’, Leyton stresses the connection between 
the politics and private concerns. His politics are a very personal matter, and 
he articulates them in both his music and his production ethic (i.e. the way in 
which he treats artists on the Fading Ways roster). Independence, as 
experienced by Leyton, illustrates the potential significance of private, everyday 
experience. It embodies, in other words, Leyton’s ‘practical consciousness’. 
Political Music
The politics of music thus become for Leyton “...sort of a multi layered
open schematic of different combinations, different possibilities...from the
personally political to the sort of overtly political...” (Leyton, 2003). It goes
beyond lyrics, or conviction. It may even go beyond the conscious decision to
make a statement:
Even the artists on the Fading Ways roster who aren’t 
overtly political...we could take like all twelve of them and 
ask ‘how political do you consider yourself?’ and a couple of 
them might say yeah, we’re political, and a couple of them 
might say no, we’re not political at all...but the ones that said 
no, we’re not political at all would probably go home and 
think about what it means to be doing what they’re 
doing...because that in itself is a statement...they’re refusing 
to surrender their art to someone else...so you know, they’re 
fiercely resistant to being appropriated or being made into a 
commercial commodity. (Leyton, 2003)
Leyton argues, here, that the very act of creation is politically significant. 
The independent musician as rebel, as fighter, exists in deliberate, direct
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contrast to capitalism, and uses his or her art to do so. Music becomes part of a 
personal morality. Art, then, can participate in larger social formations, what 
Williams would call structures of feeling. It can represent struggle, and manifest 
convictions. The power of such art, Leyton says, lies in its practical application - 
it must have a point. “You have to have something clearly defined to rebel 
against...and you have to have something even more clearly defined to stand up 
for...go out and find some purpose behind it” (Leyton, 2003).
In discourse and action, Leyton identifies entirely with the independent 
scene. Unlike Ghomeshi, he sees no real hope for criticism or progressive 
politics within the mainstream. Leyton is, therefore, wary of ‘revolutionaries’ such 
as Rage Against the Machine, who become part of ‘the machine’. He does not 
abandon popular culture to utter acquiescence, though. Rather, Leyton protests 
the constraints and limits of one formation (i.e. major labels), while 
demonstrating the possibilities of another (i.e. independence).
GO DOWN WITH HONOUR: CONCLUSION16 
This work set out to examine Canadian independent music as a politically 
significant cultural formation. Specifically, the purpose was to discover: a) how 
independent music interacts with and challenges mainstream/major label music, 
and b) how independent musicians employed their music as a political tool (if at 
all). In short, this project sprang from the hypothesis that music in the 
independent context can be an expression of politics.
16 Ghomeshi, Jian. The First Six Songs. WonderBoy Entertainment, 2001.
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The definition of popular culture outlined by British cultural studies - i.e. 
popular culture as the everyday and the common, and as a potentially resistive, 
challenging and significant historical force - supports the hypothesis articulated 
above. It is this aspect of the popular on which this work focuses. To 
contextualize and demonstrate popular culture’s critical potential, however, 
required primary research; in this case, the words, impressions, thoughts and 
experiences of Canadian independent musicians themselves.
The informal interviews that were conducted draw upon a purposive 
sample of Canadian artists. Wendy Irvine, Jian Ghomeshi and Neil Leyton each 
illustrate some of the music of Toronto’s indie scene during the late 1990’s and 
early 2000’s, and their stories reveal the ways in which indie music can function 
as a political process or statement. In the process, independence emerges as 
socially meaningful and as an active form of dissent.
Participants consistently described major labels as business ventures - 
they exist to make money, which means that they are often conservative (i.e. in 
terms of risking money). In other words, majors generally produce music that is 
commercially viable. These standards are enforced by label executives who 
have vast commercial and financial resources behind them. Those resources 
can, in turn, be used to pressure artists into accepting what some call helpful 
suggestions, and others ultimatums, from major label executives, managers and 
producers. This was reiterated during the interviews, particularly by Ghomeshi 
and Leyton. The result is a narrow, limited and heavily filtered musical terrain in 
terms of both artistic (lyrics, instrumentation, form) and political content.
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These characteristics of major labels are largely consistent with Adorno 
and Horkeimer’s analysis of the culture industry. Within their theoretical 
framework, majors become part of a greater social structure that upholds existing 
power relations by reflecting and reproducing them, and by stifling opposition.
There are, however, exceptions, instances of resistance, for which Adorno 
and Horkeimer fail to account. More contemporary assessments of the music 
industry may, then, be more appropriate here. This project bears out Frith’s 
claim that major labels are concerned mostly with profit, and that they are 
operated as corporations rather than creative institutions. Grossberg is also 
corroborated in his diagnosis of ‘pervasive conservatism’, and his claim that 
mainstream music is largely incapable of dissent.
We cannot, then, look to major labels for the challenging, politically 
conscious art advocated by Marcuse. Commercialism and commodification have 
effectively constrained that potential. However, independent music does not 
usually operate by the same principles -  it occupies a different space within 
popular culture, which allows indie music to respond to and challenge its 
mainstream counterpart. Participants describe independence as being about the 
music, the audience and the creative experience, rather than money. The result 
is that commercialism, conservatism and corporate control become less 
formidable issues in the independent scene than they are in the mainstream. As 
demonstrated by the previous three chapters, independents do not operate as 
corporations, nor do they equate success entirely with profit. Indies are thus 
able to preserve radical possibilities unavailable to major label artists/performers.
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Participants identified the independent scene with three broad 
characteristics - autonomy, lack of commercialism, and diversity. The first, 
autonomy, refers to the legal and creative control that indie musicians retain over 
their work and their careers. Managers have little to no input. This was 
attributed to: a) the fact that indies have no leverage (i.e. financial or legal) with 
which to coerce and/or command their artists and, b) the ‘independent spirit’ - the 
conviction that an artist is the authority on his or her own work, and should be 
acknowledged as such.
The second characteristic of independence -  a lack of top-down 
commercialism - can best be illustrated by comparing mainstream to indie 
definitions of success. On a major label, profit generally equals artistic merit; the 
more records sold, the more successful the artist. Independents, on the other 
hand, measure success in terms of sustainability and artistic integrity. Good 
music is not that which rakes in the most money, according to research 
participants, but that which is ‘honest’ and ‘creative’, that which ‘moves the 
heart’. It should be noted, here, that such adjectives are highly subjective, and 
were used by participants to express their personal opinions and experiences. 
They do not represent objective artistic or academic criticism.
As a result of these first two, the third characteristic - diversity - flourishes. 
Because most indie artists are free to work as they see fit, and because profit is 
largely subordinated to other, more artistic concerns, there is room on 
independent labels for a wide variety of styles and genres. Indies are not bound 
by the dictates of the market. They do not have to appeal to the largest possible
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audience. This allows them to produce music which may not be commercially 
appealing (in the mainstream sense of that term), but which is often innovative, 
and creative.
This, participants indicated, is where politics and art collide. Choosing to 
sign with an independent label can represent a rejection of commercial culture.
It is a rebellion against the commodification of music, and against the idea that 
profit is the ultimate goal of human endeavour. In short, independence can 
challenge capitalist production through its mode of operation, and the ideals it 
embraces.
Indie music thus becomes a politically charged statement about an 
individual’s (or group of individuals’) experience in the world, one that can go 
beyond lyrics or words. The alternative nature of this statement can require a 
certain ideological and practical distance from the mainstream. While major and 
independent labels both exist within popular culture, they represent and 
subscribe to very distinct structures, priorities and processes. Many indie 
musicians do not fit comfortably within mainstream/global capitalist production, 
and so they seek out and/or create alternatives. When art challenges in this 
way, when it deliberately subverts more conventional standards and processes, it 
is, according to Williams, manifesting a new structure of feeling in a specific and 
useful way. Such structures, by definition, compete and interact with accepted 
knowledge in much the same way that independent labels compete and interact 
with major labels. Indie music can, then, be viewed as part of a new structure of 
feeling.
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This structure represents a way of being that opposes dominant practices. 
It operates, therefore, from a position of otherness. Independent art, while 
possibly advantaged in certain ways (i.e. creativity, diversity, autonomy), can be 
considered disadvantaged in that it exists without the financial or commercial 
resources of the mainstream, and without the validation that generally comes 
with those resources. It must be noted, however, that ‘disadvantage’ and 
‘advantage’ are used in terms of mainstream measures, such as money and 
fame. The independent scene subscribes to different concepts and definitions of 
both. This means that indie artists -  specifically, participants in this research -  
do not conceive of independence as a liability, but as a strength.
This is not to say that indie music is apart from popular culture, or that it 
exists merely in opposition to mainstream music. Rather, independence is a 
particular cultural formation, with particular values and practices, which tends to 
operate from the margins. That marginalization is experienced by Irvine, 
Ghomeshi and Leyton as a source of power, as freedom to do and say things 
that would not necessarily be acceptable on a major label. Indie music can 
therefore be construed as a way of ‘making due’ - it is a ‘tactic’ used to 
circumvent commodification in an absolutely commodified world. This is the 
significance of independent music - it ruptures the myth of complete and utter 
commercialization. Indie art demonstrates the existence of non-commercial 
forms within capitalism.
It should be noted that participants did not locate independence in any 
particular physical space (although they exist specifically with Toronto’s late
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1990’s and early 2000’s music scene). They articulated a mode of operation and 
an artistic/ethical code, rather than geographic, historical and/or generic 
boundaries. Indie music is experienced as a set of convictions and practices 
unlimited by time or place or genre. Participants, in other words, described what 
Will Straw would call a musical scene. While neither Irvine, Ghomeshi or Leyton 
can be described as political in terms of artistic form, they do describe a 
recording process that can provide an alternative to major label production.
With all this in mind, I would argue that independent music is more than a 
commodity. It is a viable alternative to the processes and principles of 
capitalism. It is personal ideals turned common cause, and manifested in a 
public way. It is challenge, lived and experienced in the details of daily life.
APPENDIX A - INTERVIEW GUIDELINE
1. What is your definition of independent music?
2. What do you see as the differences between major and independent labels?
3. What do you look for in the music you listen to? The music you create?
4. Why did you turn to music as opposed to another form of expression?
5. How do your politics and your music relate to one another?
6. Do you consider yourself a political artist?
7. What place does music have in society? What function does it serve?
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8. Does independent music fill a space or provide something that mainstream 
music doesn’t?
9. How does today’s music scene compare to the music scene of five years or a 
decade ago?
10. How has the globalization of capitalism impacted the music industry?
11. Are there any songs (of your own) that are special to you, or that you are 
particularly proud of?
12. How does live performance fit into your work?
13. What kind of networking (if any) occurs among independent labels/artists?
14. Is there an independent concept of success?
15. How do you reconcile the politics of a band like Rage Against the Machine 
with commercial success on a major label? Or can you reconcile them?
APPENDIX B - WENDY IRVINE’S DISCOGRAPHY
A Band Called Wendy. Groove. Indepedent release, 2001.
Irvine, Wendy. Blase Day. Independent release, 2000.
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APPENDIX C - JIAN GHOMESHI’S DISCOGRAPHY
Ghomeshi, Jian. The First Six Songs. WonderBoy Entertainment, 2001.
Moxy Fruvous. T he ‘C’Album. Independent release, 2000.
Moxy Fruvous. Thornhill. True North Records, 1999.
Moxy Fruvous. Live Noise. Warner Canada, 1998.
Moxy Fruvous. You Will Go To the Moon. Warner Canada, 1997.
Moxy Fruvous. The ‘b ’Album. Independent release and Warner Canada, 1996. 
Moxy Fruvous. Wood. Warner Canada, 1995.
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Moxy Fruvous. Bargainville. Warner Canada, 1993.
Moxy Fruvous. The Independent Cassette. Independent release, 1992.
APPENDIX D - NEIL LEYTON’S DISCOGRAPHY
Leyton, Neil. From The Brighter Side of Her Midnight Sun. Fading Ways Music, 
2003.
Galore. Parader. Fading Ways Music, 2003.
Leyton, Neil. My New Soul. Fading Ways Music, 2000.
Leyton, Neil. Down Secret Avenue with the Last Lovers. Fading Ways Music, 
1999.
The Conscience Pilate. Sunday Refugees. Fading Ways Music, 1999.
The Conscience Pilate. Living in a Movie Scene. Guru Records EEC, 1996.
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